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Abstract

We articulate the three major findings and hypotheses of AI to date:(1) TheKnowledge Principle: if a program is to perform a complex task well it mustknow a greatdeal about the world in which it operates. In the absence ofknowledgeall you have left is search andreasoning, andthat isn't enough.(2) The Breadth Hypothesis: Tobehave intelligently in unexpected situations, an agent mustbe capable of falling back on increasingly general knowledge and analogizing to specific

" at
superficially far-flung knowledge. (This is an extension of thepreceding principle )(3) AI as Empirical Inquiry: Premature mathematization, or focusing on toy problems, washes outdetails from Reality that later turn out to be significant. Thus, we must test our ideasexperimentally,falsifiably, on large problems,.

We present evidence for these propositions, contrast them with other strategic approaches to AI point
ofAIrese^h lmutatlons> and discuss the future directions they mandate for the main enterprise

This article was originally prepared in May, 1987, for the MIT Workshop on Foundations of Althe following month, and issued then as MCC Technical Report AI-126-87. A very much shortened
versionwas given as an invited paper at IJCAI-87 in Milan, that August. It was edited in July, 1989



in preparation for publication in the Al Journal.
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1. Introduction

For over three decades, our field has pursued the dream of the computer thatcompetently performs
various difficult cognitive tasks. AI has tried many approaches to this goal, and accumulated muchempirical evidence. The evidence suggests the need for the computer to have and use domain-specificknowledge. We shall begin with our definition of intelligence:

Definition: Intelligence is the power to rapidly find an adequate solutionin what appears a priori (to observers) to be an immense search space.
So, m those same terms, we can summarize the empirical evidence: "Knowledge is Power" or morecynically "Intelligence is in the eye of the (uninformed) beholder." The knowledge as power '
hypothesis has received so much confirmation that we now assert it as:

TheKnowledge Principle (KP): Asystem exhibits intelligent understandingand action at a high level of competence primarily because of the knowledgethat it can bring to bear: the concepts, facts, representations, methods, models,metaphors, and heuristics about its domain of endeavor.
The wordknowledge in theKP is important. There is a tradeoff between Knowledge and Search- thatis often one can either memorize a lot of very detailed cases, or spend time applying very generalrules. Neither strategy, carried to extremes, is optimal. On the one hand, Searching is often costlycompared to the low cost of justnot forgetting -ofpreserving the knowledge for future use Ourtechnological society would be impossible if everyone had torediscover everything for themselvesOn the other hand, even in arelatively narrow field, it's impractical if not impossible to have apre-stored database of all the precise situations one will run into. Some at least moderately generalknowledge is needed, rules which can be applied in a variety ofcircumstances. Sinceknowledgeincludescontrol strategies and inference methods, one might ask what is excludedby theKP Theanswer is that we exclude unbalanced programs: those which do not contain, anddraw power from at"lrHc*IcXPr

C■! d ?omPlled.pledge, andwe advocate programs in which the balance is tippedtoward the explicit, declarative side. Section 2 discusses theKnowledge Principle in more detail, andSection 3 provides experimental evidence for it.

hSfnW «SK X?lany system which is toperform intelligently incorporate both particular facts andheuristic rules. But how far-ranging must such knowledge be? Consider the brittleness of currentknowledge based systems. They have a plateau of competence, but the edges of that plateau are steepdescents into complete incompetence. Evidence for howpeople cope with novelty is sparse andunreliable. Still, there is suggestive evidence supporting their reliance on general "common sense"knowledge, andtheirreliance on partial or analogical matching. This leads us to a plausible extension

The Breadth Hypothesis (BH): Intelligentperformance often requires theproblem solver to fall back on increasingly generalknowledge, and/or toanalogize to specific knowledge from far-flung domains.

w,^' °/£? °' ?dv^a?»g Jh* use of weak methods? Yes, but only in the presence of abreadth ofknowledge far afield of the particular task at hand. We are adding to theKP here, not£3^Sl?fgw' il/ C P?W^Stm derives from a larSe body of task*pecific expertise (casesand rules. We are adding to theKP a new speculation, namely that intelligent problem solvers copewith novel situations by analogizing and by drawing on "common sense". Section 4 examines thebrittleness of current expert systems, and Section 5 presents evidence in support of the BreadthHypothesis. That evidence comes from considering the limits of what AIcan do today, in areas suchas natural language understanding and machine learning.
Thenatural tendency of any search program is to slow down (often combinatorially explosively) as
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additional assertions are added andthe search space therefore grows. All ourreal and imagined
intelligent systems must, at some level, besearching as they locate and apply generalrules and as
they locate andperform analogical (partial) matches. Is it inevitable, then, that programs must becomeless intelligent in their previously-competent areas, as theirKBs grow? We believe not. Thekey toavoiding excess search is to have a little meta-knowledge to guide andconstrain the search. Hence,
thekey to preserving effective intelligence of a growing program lies in judicious adding of
meta-knowledge along with the addition ofobject-level knowledge. Some of this meta-knowledge is inthe form ofmeta-rules, andsome of it is encoded by the ontology ofthe KB; these are, respectively,
the dynamic and static ways of effectively preserving whatever useful bundlings already existed intheKB. (Of course, meta-rules can andshouldbe represented explicitly, declaratively, as well ashaving a procedural form. Thatway, meta-meta-knowledge can apply to them; and so on.) This is a
prescription for one to gradually addandrefine categories andpredicates (types of slots) as one growstheKB. This is why we believe theKP works "in the large", why we can scale up aKB to immensesize without succumbing to the combinatorial explosion.

There is an additional element in ourparadigm of AIresearch, which says that intelligence is still sopoorly understood that Nature still holds most of the important surprises in store for us. This leads, inSection 6, to our central methodological tenets:

Empirical InquiryHypothesis (EH): The most profitable wayto investigate AI
is to embody our hypotheses in programs, and gather data by running the programs.
The surprises usually suggestrevisions that start the cycle over again. Progressdepends on these experiments being able tofalsify our hypotheses. Falsificationis the most common andyet most crucial of surprises. In particular, these
programs must be capable of behavior not expectedby the experimenter.

Difficult Problems Hypothesis: There are too many ways to solve simple problems.
Raising the level and breadth of competence we demand of a system makes it
easier to test ~ and raise - its intelligence.

TheKnowledge Principle is a mandatefor humanity to concretize the knowledge used in solving hardproblems in various fields.* This might lead to faster training based on explicitknowledge rather thanapprenticeships. It has already led to thousands of profitable expert systems.

(* FOOTNOTE: Russell and others started a similar codification in the 19205,
but that movement was unfortunately led astray by Wittgenstein. See [Russell 48].)

The Breadth Hypothesis is a mandate to spend the resources necessary to construct one immenseknowledge base spanning human consensus reality, to serve as scaffolding for specific clusters ofexpertknowledge.

The Empirical Inquiry Hypothesis is a mandate to actually try to build such systems, rather thantheorize about them andabout intelligence. AI is a science when we use computers the way TychoBrahe used the telescope, or Michaelson the interferometer

»

as a tool for looking at Nature, trying
to test some hypothesis, and quite possibly gettingrudely surprised by finding out that the hypothesis
is false. There is quite a distinction between using a tool to gather data about the world, and usingtools to, shall we say, merely fabricate ever more beautiful crystalline scale models of a geocentricuniverse.

In Section 7, the various principles and hypotheses above combine to suggest a sweeping three-stageresearch programme for the main enterprise ofAI research:
(1) Slowly hand-code a large, broadknowledge base
(2) When enoughknowledge is present, it should be faster to acquire more from texts, data bases, etc.(3) To go beyond the frontier of humanknowledge, the system will have torely on learning bydiscovery, to expand itsKB.
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Some evidence is then presented that stages 1 and 2may be accomplished in approximately thiscentury; i.e., that artificial intelligence is within our grasp. Lenat's current work atMCC, on the CYCprogram [Lenat and Guha 89], is a serious effort to carry out the first stage by the mid- 19905.
We are betting our professional lives ~ the few decades of useful research we have left in us ~ onKP, BH, andEH. That's a scary thought, but one has to place one's bets somewhere, in Science It'sespecially scary because
(a) the hypotheses are notobvious to most AI researchers
(b) they are unpalatable in many ways even to us, their advocates!

Why are they not obvious? Most AIresearch focuses on very small problems, attacking them withmachinery (both hardware and search methods) that overpower them. The endresult is a program thatsucceeds" with very littleknowledge, and soKP, BH, andEH are irrelevant. One is led to them onlyby tacklingproblems in difficult "real" areas,with the world able to surprise andfalsify.
Why are our three hypotheses (KP, BH, EH) not particularly palatable? Because they are unaesthetic*And they entail person-centuries of hardknowledge-entry work. Until we are forced to them Occam'sRazor encourages us to try more elegant solutions, such as training aneural net "from scratch"- orgetting an infant-simulatorand then "talking to it." Only as these fail do we turn, unhappily to thehandcraft a hugeKB" tactic.

Section 8 summarizesthe differences between our position andthat of some other schools of thoughton AI research. Section 9 lists several limitations andproblems. We do not see any of them asinsurmountable. Some of the problems seem at first blush to be "in-principle limitations" and someseem to be pragmatic engineering andusability problems. Yetwe lump them side by side, because ourmethodology says to approach them all as symptoms ofgaps in our (and ourprograms') knowledgewhich can be identified andfilled in incrementally, by in-contextknowledge acquisition Several ofthese problems have, in the two years since the first draft of this paper was prepared beenadequately "solved". The quote marks around "solved" mean that we have found adequate ways ofhandling them, typically by identifying a large collection of special-case solutions thatcover the vastmajority of occurrences in actuality.

Thebiggest hurdle of all has already been put well behind us: the enormous local maximum ofbuilding and[using explicit-knowledge-free systems. On the far side ofthat hill we found a muchlargerpayoff, namely expert systems. We have learned how to build intelligent artifacts that performwell, using knowledge, on specialized tasks within narrowly defined domains. An industry has beenformed toput this technological understanding to work, and widespread transfer of this technologyhas been achieved. Many fields are making that transition, from dataprocessing toknowledge

And yet we see expert systems technology, too, as justa local maximum. AI is finally beginning tomove on beyond that threshold. This paper presents what its authors glimpse on the far side of theexpert systems local-maximum hiU: the promise of a large, broadKB serving as the nucleus ofcrystallization for programs which respond sensibly to novel situations because they can reason moreby analogy than by perfect matching, and, ultimately, because, like us, they understand the meanings of
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2. The Knowledge Principle

There is a continuum between the power of already knowing andthe power of being able to search forthe solution. In between those two extremes lie, e.g., generalizing andanalogizing andplain oldobserving (for instance, noticing that your opponent is Castling.) Even in the case of having to searchtor a solution, the method to carry out the search may be something that you already know orpartial-match to get, or searchfor in some other way. This recursion bottoms out in things'(factsmethods, etc.) that are already known. Though theknowledge/search tradeoff is often used to arguefor the primacy of search, we see by this line ofreasoning that it equally well argues for the primacyofknowledge. r j

2. 1. Threshholds of Competence

Before you can apply search orknowledge to solve some problem, though, you need to already knowenough to at least state the problem in a well-formed fashion. For each task, there is some minimumknowledge needed for one to even formulate it ~ that is, so that one can recognize when one hassolved the problem.

Beyond this bare minimum, today's expert systems also include enoughknowledge to reach the levelof a typical practitioner performing the task [Feigenbaum 77]. Up to that "competence" level theknowledge vs search tradeoff is strongly tipped in favor ofknowledge. That is, there is an evergreater payoff to adding eachpiece ofknowledge, up to some level of competence (e.g where auseful subset of the original NP complete problem becomes polynomial.) Some of the knowledge thatcompetent practioners have is the knowledge of which distinctions to make andwhich ones to igoreAs shown in [Polya 57] and[Amarel 67], the space one needs to search for a solution to a problem '

can become smaller and smaller as one incorporates more andmore such knowledge into therepresentation. 6

Beyond that practitioner level is the "expert" level. Here, each piece of additionalknowledge is onlyinfrequently useful. Such knowledge deals with rare but not unherad-ofcases. In this realm theknowledge vs. search tradeoff is fairly evenly balanced. Sometimes it's worth knowing all thoseobscure cases, sometimes it's more cost-effective to have general models and"run" them.
Notice that we have not yet considered "therest of humanknowledge", all the facts, heuristicsmodels, etc that are notknown to be relevant to this particular task. This does not mean that allother knowledge is truly irrelevant and useless to the task; perhaps itwill one day be seen to berelevant through new discoveries, perhaps it will be useful to analogize from (and thereby lead to anovel solution to some tough situation), etc. Ofcourse, putting this into an ES for just one particulartask is even less cost-effective, per piece ofknowledge added, so no one seriously considers doing it

2.2. Why theKnowledge Principle Works so Frequently
The above arguments describe how theKP mightwork; but whydoes it work so frequently? Inother words, why is building even conventional expert systems a powerful anduseful thing to do?
(1) Many useful real-world tasks are sufficiently narrow that the "practitioner level" and even somedegree of expert level can be achieved by a system containing only, say, several hundred of if/thenrules - hencerequiring only a few person-years of effort.

fi&SXf systems oft?n embody only the delta, the difference between expert andnon-expertMYCIN may out-perform General Practitioners at deciding whichkind of meningitis a patient has, but
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that's because the GP's have toknow about thousands of varieties of medical problems, andrelativelyrarely encounter meningitis, while the program can assume that the other 99% of medicine has beenjudged to be irrelevant, and is free to focus on how to differentiate one typeof meningitis fromanother.

(3) Conventional programs that perform a similar task lack most of the "if parts of the correspondingES's rules. That is, they have compiled away much of theknowledge, in order to gain efficiency. Theprice theypay for this, though, is the high cost of integrating a new piece ofknowledge into theirprogram once it exists. Toput this the other way, you can never be sure, in advance, how the
knowledge already in the system is going to be used, or added to, in the future. Therefore, much ofthe knowledge in an intelligent system needs to berepresented explicitly, declaratively, although
compiled forms of it may of course also be present. We might call this the "ExplicitKnowledgePrinciple". In other words, the experts in a field often do not yet have all the required knowledgeexplicitlycodified (else anyone could be proficient, andthere wouldn't berecognized experts.)Therefore, standard software design methodology may fail to build a program "in one pass" toperformthe task. However, as the developing ES makes mistakes, the experts can correct them, andthosecorrections incrementally accrete the bulk of the hithertounexplicated rules. In this manner, the
system incrementally approaches competence, and even expertise, where no traditional softwaresolution would work.

(4) There is anotherbenefit that accrues when knowledge - including procedural knowledge ~ isrepresented declaratively, as explicit objects, following the "ExplicitKnowledge Principle", above.Namely, meta-rules can apply to it, e.g., helping to acquire, check, or debug otherrules. Structuredobjects thatrepresent knowledge can be more easily analogized to, and can enable generalizations to bestructurally inducedfrom them. So while we concede to procedural attachment(having opaque lumpsof code here andthere in the system) for efficiencyreasons, we argue that there shouldbe adeclarative version of that also(i.e., a declarative structure containing the information which isencodedin the procedure.)

2.3. Control inKnowledge Based Systems

What about the control structure of an intelligent system? Even granted that lots ofknowledge isnecessary, might we not need sophisticated as-yet-unknownreasoning methods?
Knowledge is All There Is Hypothesis: No sophisticated, as-yet-unknown controlstructure is required for intelligent behavior.

On the one hand, we already understand deduction, induction, analogy, specialization, generalizationandso on, well enough to haveKnowledge be our bottleneck, not control strategies. This does notmean that we fully understand suchprocesses, of course. Tobe sure, additional work still needs to bedone to wring out some inefficiency here andthere. But we have examined them enough to eliminatethe gross inefficiencies in their execution, to devise data structures and algorithms for efficientlyperforming them in the mostcommonly occurring cases. (For instance, consider Stickel's non-clausalconnection graphresolution theorem prover [Stickel 82], whichwas a response to the knowninefficiency of deduction.)

On the other hand, all such strategies and methods are themselves justpieces ofknowledge. Thecontrol structure of the intelligent system can be opportunistic: select one strategy, apply it for awhile, monitor progress, andperhaps decide to switch to another strategy (when some otherpiece ofknowledge suggests it do so.)

Carefully reading our wording in this section willreveal that we are making a pragmatic argument,involving choices for where to focus current AIresearch, rather than making a hypothesis we expectto hold true forever. We don'tunderstand induction, analogy, etc., perfectly, but further progress onunderstanding them needs to be done in the context ofa large knowledge base. So let's worry aboutgetting that built, andthenreturn to study these phenomena. Perhaps at that time we will see the the
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need to develop some useful new control scheme.

2.4. The Manner in WhichKnowledge Boosts Competence

Can we be more specific about the manner in which knowledge boosts competence? Can we give sayan equation for how to measure the effective power of theknowledge in a system, when it's applied toa problem P? It is premature to even attempt to do so ~it may never be possible to do so It maynever even be possible to give precise definitions for terms like "useful" and "competence"Nevertheless, this section speculates on what some of the terms in that equation would be.
Factor 1. Consider a heuristic H; e.g., "Drive carefully late at night". It has a characteristic curve ofhowpowerful or useful it is, as a function of what problem it's applied to. As detailed in [Lenat 82]the area under this curve is often constant across heuristics. In simpler and more familiar terms this'isjust the Generality vs. Power tradeoff: the morepowerful a heuristics "peak power" is, the narrower itsdomain of applicability is likely to be. Aheuristic that only applied to driving on Saturday nights inAustin, might be far more powerfulthan H, but its range of applicability is correspondingly nairowerAs a first approximation to the power of theknowledge in the system, we might simply superpose all'the power curves of the heuristics (and algorithms) that comprise the knowledge. Thatwould give usan overall idea of the power of the system as a function of what problem it was applied to If we'reinterested in applying the system to a particular problem P, we could thenread off the value of thiscurve at point P. If we're going to apply the system to several problems, so thatPis a largedistribution, then we'd weight theresult by that distribution.
Factor 2. As a correction to this first rough guess, attempt to factor out some of the redundancy anddependence among the pieces ofknowledge. y

Factor 3. Weight each heuristic by how costly it is to run. "Cost" here includes literal cpu andmemoryresources used and also includes the less tangible cost of asking questions of slow andbusyhuman beings. Also included m this factor would be the downside risks of whatmight happen if theheuristic gave incorrect advice. 6 «ff^" "«;

Factor 4. Tobe fair to the less-knowledge-based approaches, we should also deduct some amountwtacn amortizes the effort we spent acquiring thatrule or method.

Those represent justfour of the factors in measuring the effective power of theknowledge in asystem. We encourage further investigation in this direction. Recent work in non-monotonic loeicmay bear on Factors 1 and3; and [Subramanian 88] may bear on Factor 2.
monotomc 10g*
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3. Evidence for the Knowledge Principle

Halfa century ago, before the modern era of computation began, Turing's theorems and abstractmachines gave a hint of the fundamental ideathat the computer could be used to model the
symbol-manipulating processes that make up that most human of all behaviors: thinking.

Thirty years ago, following the 1956Dartmouth Summer Conference on AI,the work began in earnest.Thefounding principle of the AIresearch paradigm isreally an article of faith, first concretized by
Newell and Simon: (See [Newell 80] for more details.)

The Physical Symbol System Hypothesis: The digital computer has sufficient
means for intelligent action; to wit: representing real-world objects, actions, andrelationships internally as interconnected structures of symbols, andapplying
symbol manipulation procedures to those structures.

Theearly dreaming included intelligent behavior at very high levels of competence. Turing speculatedon wide-ranging conversations between people and machines, and also on expert level chess playingprograms. Newell andSimon also wrote aboutchampion chess programs, andbegan working with CliffShawtoward that end. McCarthy wrote about the Advice Taking program. Gelernter, Moses, Samuel,
and many others shared the dream.

Lederberg and Feigenbaum chose, in 1964, to pursue the AI dream by focusing on scientific reasoning
tasks. With Buchanan andDjerassi, they built Dendral, aprogram that solved structure elucidationproblems at a high level of competence. Many years of experimenting withDendral led to somehypotheses about what its source of power might be, how it was able to solve chemical structureproblems from spectral data. Namely, the program worked because it had enoughknowledge of basicand spectral chemistry.

Figure 1,below, shows that as each additional source ofchemical knowledge was added, theDendralprogram proposed fewer andfewer candidates (topologically plausible structures) toconsider. See[Buchanan et al. 69]. The fifth andfinal type ofrule of thumb were rules for interpreting nuclear
massresonance (NMR) data. With all five types ofrule in the program, many problems - such as theone illustrated~ resulted in only a single candidate isomer being proposed as worth considering!Threatened by an a priori huge search space, Dendral managed to convert it into a tiny search space.
That is, Dendral exhibited intelligence.

Information Source # of structures generated

Topology (limits of 3D Space)
Chemical Topology (valences)
Mass Spectrography (heuristics)
Chemistry (first principles)
NMR (interpretation rules)

42,867,912
14,715,814
1,284,792
1,074,648

1

Figure 1: Dendral at work: Finding all atom-bond graphs that could have the
formula C2OH43N. The numbers given are cumulative; thus, the final "1" refers
to Dendral with all five types ofrules running in it.
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When searching a space of size 1 , it is not crucial in whatorder you expand the candidate nodes Ifyou want to speed up a blind search by a factor of 43 million, one could perhaps parallelize theproblem and (say, by 1995) employ a 43-mega-processor; but even back in 1965 one could,alternatively, talk with the human experts who routinely solve suchproblems, and then encode theknowledge they bring to bear to avoid searching. There is a cost associated with making the
generator "smarter" in this fashion (i.e., there is inferencing going on inside the generator, to utilizetheknowledge it now contains) but that cost is insignificant compared to the seven orders ofmagnitudereduction in the size of the search space it permits.

Obvious? Perhaps, in retrospect. But at the time, the prevailing view in AI ascribed power to the
reasoningprocesses, to the inference engine andnot to the knowledge base. (E.g., considerLT and GPSandthe flurry of work on Resolution theorem provers.) Theknowledge as power hypothesissupported by Feigenbaum (Dendral), McCarthy (Advice Taker), anda few others, stood as a'ctfrtfra-hypothesis. It stood awaiting further empirical testing to eitherconfirm it or falsify it.
The 1970's were the time to start gathering evidence for or againsttheKnowledge Principle Medicaland scientific problem solving provided the springboard.

* Shortliffe's MYCINprogram formed the prototype for a large suite of expert-level advisory systemswhich we now label "expert systems" [Feigenbaum 77]. Itsreasoning system was simple (exhaustivebackward chaining) and ad hoc in parts.

* DEC has been using andextending theRl program (EXCON) since 1981; its control structure isalso simple: exhaustiveforward chaining. [McDermott 80]

* Over a period of two decades, Bledsoe was led to incorporate more andmore heuristics into histheorem provers, ultimately rejecting Resolution entirely andopting forknowledge-guided natural deduction. [Bledsoe 77, 86]

* The INTERNIST program [Pople 82] got underway at nearly the same time as MYCIN. By now ithas grown to a KB of 572 diseases, 4500 manifestations, andmany hundreds of thousands of linksbetween them.

The AM andEurisko programs, over a decade oldby now, demonstrated that several hundredheuristicrules, of varying levels of generality andpower, could adequately begin to guide a searchforplausible (and often interesting) new concepts in many domains, including set theory numbertheory, naval wargaming tactics, physical device design, evolution, and programming Theseexperiments showed how scientific discovery -a very different sort of intelligent behavior frommost expert systems' tasks - might be explained as rule-guided, knowledge-guided search. Not all ofthe AM experiments were successful; indeed, the ultimate limitations of AM as it wasrun longer andlonger finally led toEurisko, whose ultimate empirical limitations [Lenat & Brown 831 led to CYC ofwhich more later. '
In the past decade, thousands of expert systems have mushroomed in engineering, manufacturinggeology, molecular biology, financial services, machinery diagnosis andrepair, signal processing! andin many other fields. From the very beginning, these ES could interact with professionals in thejargonof the specialty; could explain their line ofreasoning by displaying annotated traces ofrule-firings; andl had subsystems (such as Mycin's Teiresias [Davis & Lenat 82] and XCON's Salt[Marcus 85]) which aided the acquisition of additional knowledge by guiding the expert to find andfix defects in theknowledge (rule) base.

Very little ties these areas together, other than that in each one, some technical problem-solving isgoing on, guidedby heuristics: experiential, qualitativerules of thumb ~ rules of good guessing Theirreasoning components are weak andsimple; in theirknowledge bases lies their power The evidencefor the various propositions we made in Section 2 lies in their details - in the details of their designdevelopment, andperforming. 6 '
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In the 80's, many other areas of AI research began making the shift over to theknowledge-based pointof view. It is now common to hear that a program for understanding natural language must haveextensive knowledge of its domain of discourse. Or: a vision program must have an understanding ofthe "world" it is intended to analyze scenes from. Or even: a machine learning program must start witha significant body ofknowledge which it will expand, rather than trying to learn from scratch.
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4. The Breadth Hypothesis

A limitation of past andcurrent expert systems is their brittleness. They operate on a high plateau of
knowledge and competence until theyreach the extremity of theirknowledge; then theyfall off
precipitously to levels of ultimate incompetence. People suffer the same difficulty, too, but their
plateau is much broader and their fall is more graceful. Part of whatcushions the fall are layer upon
layerof weaker, more general models that underlie their specific knowledge.

For example, if an engineer is diagnosing a faulty circuit s/he's unfamiliar with, s/he can bring to bear:
circuit analysis techniques; his/her experiences with the other products manufactured by the same
company, published handbook data for the individual components, andcommon sense rules of thumb
for water circuits (looking for leaks, or breaks), for electrical devices (turn it off andon a few times),
andfor mechanical devices in general (shake it or smack it a few times.) The engineer might analogize
to the last few times their automobile engine failed, or even to something as distant as a failed love
affair. Naturally, the more different the causality of the thing they analogize to, the less likely it will
be to apply in the electronic circuit diagnosis situation.

Domain-specific knowledge represents the distillationof experience in a field, nuggets of compiled
hindsight. In a situation similar to the one in which they crystallized, they can powerfully guide
search. But when confronted by a novel situation, human beings turn toreasoning strategies like
Generalizing and Analogizing inreal time and (even better) already having more general rules to fall
back on. This leads to theBreadth Hypothesis (BH), which we stated in Section 1.

4.1. Falling back on increasingly generalknowledge

Each of us has a vast storehouse of general knowledge, though werarely talk about any of it explicitly
to one another; we justassume that otherpeople alreadyknow these things. If they're included in a
conversation, or an article, they confuse more than they clarify. Some examples are:
"waterflows downhill",
"living things get diseases",
"doing work requires energy",
"people live for a single, contiguous, finite interval of time",
"most cars today areriding on four tires"
"each tire a car isriding on is mounted on a wheel"
jjifyou fall asleep which driving, your car will start to head out of your lane pretty soon",
"if something big is between you and the thing you want, you probably will have to go around it".
It is consensus reality knowledge. Lacking these simplecommon sense concepts, ES' mistakes often
appearridiculous in human terms. For instance, when a car loan authorization program approves a loan
to a teenagerwho put down he'd worked at the same jobfor twenty years; or when a skin disease
diagnosis program concludes that my rusted out decade-old Chevy has measles; or a medical system
prescribes an absurd dosage of a drug for a maternity patient whose weight (105) and age (35) were
accidentally swapped during the case's type-in.

As we build increasingly complex programs, and invest them with increasing power, the humor quickly
evaporates.

4.2. Reasoning by analogy

Reasoning by analogy involves partial-mdXchm% from yourcurrent situation to anotherone. There
are two independent dimensions along with analogizing occurs, vertical (simplifying) andhorizontal
(cross-field) transformation.
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* Vertical: When faced with a complex situation, we often analogize to a much simpler one Ofcourse simplification can be overdone: "the stock market is a seesaw"; "medication is aresource" (thisleads many patients to overdose.) X

* Horizontal: Cross-field mapping is rarer but can pay off: "Curing a disease is likefighting abattle may help doctors devise new tactics to try (e.g., a viruses employed toperform analogue ofpropaganda) and may help sohders devise new military tactics (e.g., choosing missions which functionlike vaccination.)

Successful analogizing often involves components of both vertical andhorizontal transformation Forinstance, considerreifying a country as if it were an individual person: "Russia is angry" Thataccomplishes two things: it simplifies dealing with the othercountry, and it also enables our vastarray of firsthand experiences (and lessons learned) about inter-personalrelations to be applied tointernationalrelations. FF

Do not make the mistake we did, of thinking of this reasoning method as little more than a literarydevice, used for achieving some sort ofemotional impact. Itcan be used to help discover solutions toproblems, and to flesh out solutions; and it can be argued that analogy pervades humancommunication andperhaps almost all of human thought! See [Lakoff and Johnson 80] Evenconceding that analogy is powerful, andoften applies, still two questions linger: "Why does such anunsoundproblem solving method work well?", and "Why does it work so often?"
There is much common causality in the world; that leads to similar events A andB; people (with ourlimited perception) then notice a little bit of that shared structure; finally, since we W that humanperception is often limited, people come to rely on the following rule of thumb:

Analogical Method: If A andB appear to have some unexplained similarities,Then it s worth your time to hunt for additional shared properties.
This rule is general but inefficient. There are many more specialized versions for successfulanalogizing in various task domains, in various user-modes (e.g., by someone in a hurry, or a child)among analogues with various epistemological statuses, depending on how much data there is about A"t*\ ua*° Tv f S! m SOm"°f the n dime*sions of Analogy-space; we can conceive having aspecial body ofknowledge - an ES - in eachcell of that matrix, to handle just thatsort of analogical reasoning. J

Why focus on Causality? If cause(A) andcause(B) have no specific common generalization, thenrmi arities between A andB are more likely to be superficial coincidences, a metaphor useful perhapsas a literary device but not as a heuristic one. » f U*

Cl

U1 pcrndps

Analogy in mathematics, where there is no clear notion of causality, operates similarly to "genuine"analogy wrth the weakerrelation of material implication substituting for causality. In that case, what
Aun 5 fdmf IS- a conmfk? betwe/n «wo instances of a not-yet-conceptualized generalizationnrnhtVrSi and

t
0"m the doingof mathematics [Polya 57] is analogizing between the current'problem-solving situation and a past one, i.e., between two search processes, not between twomathematical entities. And the act of trying to solve math problems is indeed frought with causalityand, hence, opportunities for the above sort of "genuine" analogizing. wusauiy

The above paragraphs are really just a rationalization ofhow analogy might work. Thereason thisthis.unsoundreasoning methodfrequently succeeds has to do with three moderationpropertiesthat happen to hold in the real world:

(1) The moderate distribution of causes with respect to effects. If there were a vast number ofb^es?useful^ °f °aUSeS' ** if te W6re °nly °ncr tW° distinguishable causes, then Analogy would

(2) The moderately high frequency with which we mustcope with novel situations, and the moderate
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degree of novelty theypresent. Lower frequency, or much higher (volatility of the world in whichthe problem solver must perform), would decrease the usefulness of trying to analogize. Why? In aworld with essentially no surprises, memory is all you need; and in volatile world, matching topastoccurrences is more of a hindrence than a help.

(3) The obvious metric for locatingrelevant knowledge -namely, "closeness of subject matter" - isjust a moderately goodpredictor of true relevance. Far-flung knowledge and imagery can be useful.If we already understood all the connections, we'd always know when Xwas relevant; and if we hadno attributes ofknowledge to match to, we'd have no idea of how to generate(let alone flesh out) ananalogy.

Analogizing broadens the relevance of the entire knowledge base. It can be used to constructinteresting andnovel interpretations of situations and data; to retrieve knowledge that has not beenstored the way that is now needed; to guess values for attributes; to suggest methods that just mightwork; and as a device to help students learn andremember. It can provide access topowerful methodsthat might work in this case, but which might not otherwise be perceived as "relevant". E.g., Diracanalogized between quantum theory and group theory, andvery gingerly brought the group theoryresults over intophysics for the first time, with quite successful results.

Today, we suffer with laborious manualknowledge entry in building ES, carefully codifying knowledgeandplacing it in a data structure. Analogizing may be used in the future not only as an inferencemethod inside a program, but also as an aid to adding new knowledge to it.
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5. Evidence for the Breadth Hypothesis

If we had as much hard evidence about theBH as we do for theKP, we would be calling it theBreadth Principle. Still, the evidence is there, if we lookclosely at the limits of what AIprograms
can do today. Most of the current AI research we've read about is currently stalled. As Mark Stefikrecently remarked in a note to us, "Progress will be heldback until a sufficient corpus ofknowledge is available on which tobase experiments." For brevity, we will focus on NaturalLanguage Understanding (NL) andMachine Learning (ML), but similar results are appearing in mostother areas of AI as well.

5.1 The limits of Natural Language Understanding
To understandsentences in a natural language, one must be able to disambiguate which meaning of aword is intended, what the referent of a pronoun probably is, what each ellipsis means, and so onThese areknowledge- intensive skills.

1 . 1 saw the Statue of Liberty flying over New York.
2. The box is in the pen. The ink is in thepen.
3. Mary saw a dog in the window. She wanted it.
4. Napolean died on St. Helena. Wellington was saddened.

Figure 2. Sentences presume world knowledge furiously.

Consider the first sentence in Fig. 2. Who's flying, you or the statue? Clearly we aren't getting anyclues from English to do that disambiguation; we mustknow about people, statues, passenger air travelthe size of cargo that is shipped by air, the size and location of the StatueofLiberty, the ease ordifficulty ofseeing objects from a distance, and numerous other consensus reality facts andheuristicsWhat if we'd said "I saw the Statue ofLiberty standing in New York Harbor." It's not fair to say the '

the verb (flying versus standing) decides it for you; consider, e.g., "I saw the Statue ofLibertystanding at the top of the Empire State Building." See [Strunk & White 79] for similar examples.
On line 2, in Figure 2, the first "pen" is a corral, the other is a writing implement. But how do youknow that? It has to do with storage of solids and liquids, of how big various objects are, with yourability to almost instantly and subconsciously consider why one might place a box in eachkind of penwhy one might put ink inside each kind of pen, and choose the plausible interpretation in each case '
Inrs ability can of course be misled, as for example in one category of jokes.
On line 3, does "it" refer to the dog or the window? What if we'd said "She smashed it"?
A program which understood line 4 should be able to answer "Did Wellington hear of Napolean'sdeath? Often, we communicate by what isn't said, in between one sentence andthe next one And ofcourse we should then be able to draw the obvious conclusions from those inferred assertions- c gbeing able to answer the question "Did Wellington outlive Napolean?" '

For any particular chosen text, an NL program can incorporate the small set ofnecessary twentiethcentury Americana, the few common sense facts and scripts that are required for semanticdisambiguation, question answering, anaphoric reference, and so on. But then one turns to a newpage, and the new textrequires more Semantics (Pragmatics) to be added.
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In a sense, the NLresearchers have cracked the language understanding problem. But to produce ageneral Turing-testable system, they would have to provide more andmore domain specificinformation, and theprogram's semantic component would more andmore resemble the immenseKBmandatedby the Breadth Hypothesis. As [Norvig 77] concludes: "the complexity [has been shifted]from the algorithm to the knowledge base, to handle examples that other systems could do only by
introducing specialized algorithms."

Have we overstated the argument about how NL programs must ultimately have a large,real- worldknowledge base to draw upon? Hardly; if anything we have drastically understated it! Look atalmost any newspaper story, e.g., andattend to how often a word or concept is used in a clearlymetaphorical, non-literal sense. Once every few minutes, you might guess? No! Reality is full ofsurprises. The surprise here is that almost every sentence is packed with metaphors and analogies[Lakoff and Johnson 80]. An unbiased sample: here is the first article we saw today (April 7 1987)
the lead story in the Wall Street Journal: '

"Texaco lost a majorruling in its legal battle with Pennzoil. The Supreme Courtdismantled Texaco'sprotection against having topost a crippling $12 billionappeals bond, pushing Texaco to the brink ofa Chapter 11filing."

Lost? Major? Battle? Dismantled? Posting? Crippling? Pushing? Brink? The example drives homethe point that, far from ovennflating the need for real world knowledge in language understanding theusual arguments about disambiguation barely scratch the surface. (Drive? Home? The point? Far?Ovennflating? Scratch? Surface? oh no, I can't call a halt to this! (call? halt?)) These layers'ofanalogy and metaphor eventually "bottom out" atphysical - somatic -primitives: up, down,forward, back, pain, cold, inside, seeing, sleeping, tasting, growing,containing, moving, making noiseheanng, birth, death, strain, exhaustion,..., andcalling and halting.
NLresearchers - and dictionaries - usually get aroundanalogic usage by allowing several meanings
to a word. Definition #1 for "war", say, is the literal one, andthe other definitions are variouscommon metaphoncal uses of "war" (such as "an argument", "a commercial competition", "a search fora
cure for", etc.)

There are many millions of (perhaps afew hundred million) things we authors can assume you readersknow about the world: the number of tires an auto has; whoRonald Reagan is; what happens if youfall asleep when dnvmg -what we called consensus reality. To use language effectively, we selectthebest consensus image to quickly evoke in the listener's mind the complex thought we want toconvey. If our program doesn't alreadyknow most of those millions of shared concepts (experiencesobjects, processes, patterns,...), it will be awkward for us tocommunicate with it in NL
It is common for NLresearchers to acknowledge the needfor a large semantic component nowadays-Schank and others were saying similar things a decade ago! But the first serious efforts have only '
recently begun to try to actuallybuild one: at MCC (in conjunction with CYC), and atEDR theJapanese Electronic Dictionary Research project [EDR 88]. We shall have to wait a few more yearsuntil the evidence is in. J

5.2. The limits of Machine Learning (Induction)

Machine learning is a second area where research is stalled owing to insufficiently broad knowledgebases. We will pick on AMandEurisko because they exemplify the extreme knowledge-rich end oftne current ML spectrum. Many experiments in machine learning wereperformed on them We hadmany surprises along the way, and gained an intuitive feel for how and why heuristics work for thenature of their power andtheir brittleness. [Lenat &Brown 83] presents many ofthose surprises-some are listed inFigure 3.

■
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1 . It works. Several thousand concepts, including some novel concepts and heuristics, fromseveral domains, were discovered.
2. Most of the interesting concepts could be discovered in several different ways3. Performing the top N tasks on the Agenda in simulated-parallel provided only about a factorof 3 speed-up even when N grew as large as 1004. Progress slows down unless the program learns new heuristics (compiles its hindsight) often5. Similarly, progress slowed down partly because the programs could not competently learn tochoose, switch, extend, or invent different representations
6. These programs are sensitive to the assumptions woven into their representations' semantics-e.g., What does it mean for Jane to appear as the value on the spouse slot of the Fred frame'7. Some of their apparent power is illusory, only present in the mind of the intelligent observorwho recognizes concepts which the program defines but does not properly appreciate.8. Structural mutation works iff syntax mirrors semantics: represent heuristics using many smallif- and many small then- parts, so the results of point mutation can more be meaningful9. In each new domain, there would be a flurry of plausible activities, resulting in severalunexpected discoveries, followed by a period of decreased productivity, and finallylapsing into useless thrashing. The above techniques (e.g., 4,5,8) only delayed this decay

Figure 3. Some of the major surprises of the "discovery guided by heuristic rules" experimentsperformed with the AM andEurisko programs, during the decade 1975-1984.

Despite their relative knowledge-richness, the ultimate limitations of these programs derive from theirsmall size. Not their small number of methods, which were probably adequate, but the small initialknowledge base they had to draw upon. One can analogize to a campfire fire that dies out because itwas too small, and too well isolated from nearby trees, to start a major blaze. The heuristics, therepresentations chosen, etc., provide the kindling andthe spark, but thereal fuel mustcome fromwithout.

In other words, AM and other machine learning programs "ran down" because of insufficientknowledge. Eurisko partially solved this, by having new heuristics be learned simultaneously withthe object level learning, but this merely delayed the inevitable. The point here is that one can onlylearn something ~ by discovery orby being told it ~ if they almost know it already. This leads toPiagetian stages in youngchildren, courses of study in young adults, and suggests the need for large
knowledge bases in AI programs.

Marvin Minsky cites a variant of this relationship in his afterword to True Names [Vinge 84] " Themore youknow, the more (andfaster) youcan learn. The inverse of this enabling relationship isa disabling one, andthat's what ultimately doomed AM and Eurisko:
Knowledge Facilitates Learning (Catch 22): Ifyou don't know very
much to begin with, don't expect to learn a lot quickly.

This is the standard criticism of pure Baconian induction. As philosophers are wont to say "To getahead, get a theory." Without one, you'll be lost. Itwill be difficult (or time-consuming) to determinewhether or not each new generalization is going to be useful. In hindsight, perhaps we shouldn'thavebeen surprised at this. After all, Learning can be considered a task; and, like other tasks, it is subjectto the Knowledge Principle.

This theme (knowledge facilitates learning) is filtering into ML in the form of explanation-basedgeneralization (EBG) and goal-based learning. Unfortunately, EBGrequires well-defined theories (toostrong arequirement) and works by logically deducing (too restrictive a process) the explanandumHence we would expect this method of getting machines to learn to have some - but limited -success, which seems to be empirically what MLresearchers report. E.g., [Mostow 87] concludes thatscaling up for harder learning problems... is likely torequire integrating [additional] sources of



knowledge."

Don t human beings violate this Catch, starting as we do "from nothing"? Maybe, but it's not clearwhat human infants start with. Evolution has produced not merelyphysically sophisticated structuresbut also brams whose architecture make us well suited to learning many of the simple facts that are '
worth learning about the world. Other senses, e.g., vision, are carefully tuned as well, to supply thebrain with data that is already filtered for meaning (edges, shapes, motion, etc.) in the world in whichwe do happen to live. The exploration of those issues is beyond the scope of this paper, and probablybeyond the scope of twentieth century science, but one thing is clear: neonatal brains are far fromtabula rasae.

Besides starting from well-prepared brain structures, humans also have to spend a lot of time learningIt is unclear what processes go on during infancy. Once the child begins to communicate by speakingthen we are into the symbolic sort of learning that AI has traditionally focused on. One theory ofwhy it s difficult toremember one's infancy andyoung childhood is that we radically reorganize ourknowledge once or twice during our early life, andthe memorystructures we built as infants are notinterpretable by the retrieval andreasoning methods we use as an adult. [Minsky 85]
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6. The Empirical Inquiry Hypothesis

We scientists have a view of ourselves as terribly creative, but compared to Nature we suffer from a
poverty of the imagination; it is thus much easier for us to uncover than to invent. As we stateelsewhere in this paper, experimentation must be hypothesis-driven; we are not advocating therandom mixture ofchemicals in the vague hope that lead transmutes to gold. But there is a differencebetween having theories as one's guide versus as one's master. Premature adherance to a theory keepsNature's surprises hidden, washing out details that later turn out to be significant (i.e., either notperceiving them at all, or labelling them as anomalies [Kuhn 70] andthen not attending to them )E.g., contrast the astonishing early empirical studies by Piaget (Stages ofDevelopment) with hissubsequent five decades of barren attempts to mathematize them.
This attitude leads to our central methodological hypothesis, our paradigm for AIresearch- theEmpirical InquiryHypothesis (EH). We stated it in Section 1, andrepeat it here:
Intelligence is still sopoorly understoodthat Naturestill holds mostofthe importantsurprises in storefor us. So the mostprofitable way to investigate AI is to embody ourhypotheses in programs, and gatherdata by running the programs. The surprises usuallysuggestrevisions that start the cycle over again. Progress depends on these experimentsbeing able to falsify our hypotheses. Falsificiation is the mostcommon andyetmostcrucialofsurprises! Inparticular, theseprograms must be capable ofbehavior not expected by theexperimenter.

What do we mean by "a surprise"? Surely we wouldn't want to increase surprises by having morenaiveresearchers, less careful thought andplanning of experiments, sloppier coding, unreliablemachines, etc. We have in mind astronomers getting surprised by what they see(and "see") throughtelescopes; i.e., things surprising to theprofessional. Early AI programs often surprised their buildersin this fashion; e.g., Newell, Simon, and Shaw's LT program [Newell & Shaw57] and Gelernter'sgeometry program [Gelernter et al. 60]. Then fascination with axiomatizing andproving set in andsurprises from "the real world" became rare.

We have no objection to experimentation and theorizing proceeding hand in hand, we object only tothenearly exclusive doingof one of those activities and ignoring the other. As Genesereth andNilsson argue in the preface of [Genesereth & Nilsson 87], having a good understandingof thetheoretical issues can enable one to be a better experimenter.

The inverse to theEH is cruel:

Inverse to theEmpirical InquiryHypothesis: If one builds programs which cannotpossibly surprisehim/her, then one is using the computer either(a) as an engineering workhorse, or
(b) as a fancy sort ofword processor (to help articulate one's hypothesis), or(c) as a (self-) deceptive device masquerading as an experiment.

Most expert systems work falls into the first category; DART 's use ofMRS exemplifies the middle[Genesereth 84]; PUPS (by the young Lenat [Lenat 75]) andHACKER (by the young Sussman[Sussman 75]) exemplify the lattercategory.

6.1. PUPS: ABadExample

To illustrate this point, we will use some of our own earlier work. The PUPS program [Lenat 75]used a community of about one hundred Beings (similar to what have since been called actors andblackboardknowledge sources) to cooperate and synthesize a long Lisp program, namely a variant of
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the Arch-learning program that Patrick Winston hadwritten for his thesis a few years earlier.
That was the program that PUPS was built to synthesize, the target it was to hit. We chose that targetfirst and wrote a clean version of the program in Interlisp. Next, we wrote down an English dialogue
in which a user talked to an idealized automatic program synthesis program which then gradually wrotethe target program. Next, we analyzed the script of that dialogue, writing down the specific knowledgeneededon thepart of the synthesizer to handle each andevery line thatthe user typed in Finallywe encoded each ofthose pieces ofknowledge, and bundled up therelated ones into little actors orBeings.

Given this methodology, it should come as no surprise that PUPS was then able to carry on thatexact dialogue with a user, and synthesize that exact Arch program. We still firmly believe in theparadigm of multiple cooperating knowledge sources, it's justthat our methodology ensuredthat therewouldn t be any surprises when we ran PUPS. Why? All along the way, there were numerouschances to cut corners, to consciously or unconsciously put down knowledge in a very specific form-justtheknowledge that was needed, and in just the form that it would be needed during the dialogue'we knew was going to be run. There wasn't much else PUPS could do, therefore, besides hit its targetand there wasn t much that we learned about automatic programming or intelligence from that six '
month exercise.

There was one crucial meta-level lesson we did learn: You can'tdo Science ifyou justuse a computeras a word processor, to illustrate your ideas rather than test them. That's the coarse form of theEmpirical InquiryHypothesis. We resolved, in late 1974, to choose a task that eliminated or minimizedthechance of building a wind-up toy like PUPS. We did not want a program whose targetbehaviorwas so narrow, soprecisely defined, that it could "succeed" andyet teach us nothing The AMprogram, written dunng 1975, was the directresult ofLenat's violentrecoil from the PUPS project.
There was no particular targetbehavior that AM was designed with; rather, it was an experimentWhat would happen if a moderate sized body of a few hundred math heuristics (about what wereplausible directions to go in, about when something was andwasn't interesting) were applied in anagenda-managed best-first search, given an initial body of a hundred or so simple math concepts Inthis sense, AM s task was less constrained than any program's hadever been: to explore areas ofmathematics and do interesting things (gather data, notice regularities, etc.), with no preconceptionsabout what it might find orby whatroute it wouldfind it. (Actually, we did have a few examples inmind for what AM might do, involving simple lattice theory and abstract algebra, but it never did

UnlikePUPS, AMprovided hundreds of surprises, including many experiments that led to thecompletion of Eunsko. Eunskoran for several thousand cpu hours, in half a dozen varied domainsFigure 3, above. And again the ultimate limitation was notwhat we expected (cpu time), or hopedfor (the need to learn new representations ofknowledge), but rather something at once surprising andS2S: J1? nee
t
d,to *! ave a lar^ fraction of consensus reality already in the machine. In this else,tiie data led Lenat to the next project to work on - CYC - an undertaking we would have shied awayfrom like the plague if the empincal evidence hadn't forced us to it. It has similarly ledFeigenbaum toundertakehis current line ofresearch, namely building a largeKB of engineeringLd scientific

?£" ' 6!? al° xl °ur Per?onal "P^s of evolution" was due torunning large experiments As the£fZ^t%tlT fd ln SeCtion h There are tOQ ma»y"£ tofolvelmpltTroblemsRaising the level andbreadth ofcompetence we demand ofa system makes it easier to test andraise its intelligence.

Much research in Cognitive Psychology, e.g., traditionally sidesteps hard-to-quantify phenomena suchas scientific creativity orreading and comprehending a good book, in favor ofv3 teks such£53&£?f,n°n?K SC SyilaWeS- ?" a "??eSSy" ** " studied> *« usua"ycite (l)
P
it is abstacted"1,W»1? bey

M
nd"°Zmtio\s*>&? etal X). °r (2) the psychologist focuses on (andvanes) one specific variable, so "respectable" statistical tests for significance can be run.
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6.2. Paradigms for AIResearch

Much ofthe confusion about AI methodology may be due to our casual mixing together of two quitedifferent things: AI goalsand AIstrategies for achieving those goals. The confusion arises becausemany entries appear on both lists. But almostany strategy can apply toward any goal. Here we willconsider justone example: (1) An expertsystem strategy for a language understanding goal mightbe to build a ru e based system containing rules like "Ifa person gets excited, they break moregrammatical rules than usual." By contrast, (2) A language understanding strategy for an expert
system goal might be to build a restricted-English frontend that helps an expertenter andeditrules
All scientific disciplines adopt a paradigm: a listof the problems that are acceptable and worthwhile toJa a I ■

methods thatcan and should be tried, and the standards by which theresults arejudged. Adopting a paradigm is done for reasons of cognitive economy,but each paradigm is onenarrow view. Adding to the confusion, some paradigms in AI have grown up both around the variousgoals and around the vanous strategies! See Appendix 1 for a more detailed look into AI Goals andstrategies.

Finer distinctions can be drawn, involving the tactical choices to be made, but this turns out to bemisleading. In what way misleading? Tactics that appear to be superficially differentmay share acommon source ofpower: E.j predicate calculus andframes both rely on a judicious dividing up ofthe world Much of toe "scruffies"' recent work on plausible reasoning by heuristicrules overlfpTfbutwith veiy little shared vocabulary!) the "neats"' recent work on non-monotonic reasoning andcircumscription. 6

TheKP andBH andEH are all strategic statements. Each could be prefaced by the phraseWhichever ofthe ultimate goalsfor AIyou arepursuing,..." The strategic level is, apparentlythe level where one needs to take a stand. This is rarely statedexplicitly, and it israrely taken intoaccount by news media or by conference organizers. '
We have an abiding trust in our chosen paradigm - empirical inquiry -- in doing science the samewayas the early Piaget, Newell, Simon, and Gelernter. The number of states that a brak or aSf'3" '* " « immense; both those numbers are so huge as to be almost unimaginable.Turing s Hypothesis likens them to each other; the only other system we'refamiliar with with thatdegreee of comp exity is Nature itself. Mankind has made process in studying naturalphenomenaonly after centuries of empirically studying those phenomena; mere is no reason to expectIntelligence to be exempt. Eventually, many of the natural sciences advanced tothe point thattheory now often precedes experimentby years or decades, but we have far to go in AIbeforereaching that stage. s "ciurc

James Wilkinson was asked in 1974 why he was the first to discover the truncation errors of earlytwentieth century integration methods. After all, Wilkes at Cambridge, and othere, h^access to eoualor better machines at the same time. He replied that at the NationalPhysical Laboratory the PitotAce machine was sitting out, available to all to use and to watch. He was fascinated bYtherows°ofblinking lights, and often stood mesmerized by them whilehis programs ran. Soon he beganV
recognizepatterns in the lights -patterns where there should It have been paSs! BySastAcCambridge computer was screened offfrom its users, who got one-dayturnaround on mek carddecks, but who were denied access to the phenomenon thatWilkinson wS atoSEdE. obs«v£
The point is that while having a theory is essential, it is equally important to examine data and bedriven by exceptions and anomalies torevise, criticize, ar?d if necessary reject o"theo% Tokkeone last example: a computer-simulated Newtonian world really would be Newtonian- only by hookingnatS £rceTed lnterfer°meterS and Such (or «* datafr°m *«»> «« the non^ewtonlan §
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7. A Mandate for AI Research: Mapping theHuman Memome

AI must somehow get to that stage where ~ as called for by KP and BH ~ learningbegins toacceleratedue to the amount already known. Learning will not be an effective means to get to thatstage, unfortunately; we shall have to hand-craft that large "seed" KB one piece at a time. In terms ofthe graph in Figure 4, all the programs that have ever been written, including AM andEurisko, lie sofar toward the left edge of the x-axis that the learning curve is more or less horizontal. Several of themore successful recent additions to the suite of MLtechniques can be interpreted as pushes in thedirection of adding more knowledge from which to begin the learning.

Amount already known X -^

Figure 4. The rate at which one can learn new knowledge. One can alsointegrate these threecurves with respect to time, to see howthe total
amount known might grow over time.

The graphm Figure 4 shows learning by discovery (discovery) constantly accelerating: the more oneknows the faster one can discover still more. Once you speak fluently, learning by talking with otherpeople (language) is more efficient thanrediscovery, until you cross the frontier of what humanityalready knows (the vertical line at x=F), at which point there is no one to tell you the next piece of

Learning by discovery is meant to include not only scientificresearch (e.g., cancer research), but alsothe many smaller scale events in which someone formulates a hypothesis, gathers data to test it anduses theresults to adjust their "theory". Thatsmall scale case can occur in a (good) classroom- or iustby dnvmg the same route to work over various different times of the day (and hypothesizing on rushhourpatterns.) It involves defining new concepts (at least in principle), formulating new heuristicsand even adjusting orchanging one's representation ofknowledge. Figure 4 illustrates two more thingsabout learning by discovery: it is much slower than other forms of learning ~ such as being toldsomething m natural language ~ but it is the chief method that extends the boundary F of Human

By contrast, the rate of handcoding ofknowledge is fairly constant, though it, too, drops to zero oncewe cross the boundary of what is already known by humanity. The hand-coding rate may slope downa bit, since the time tofindrelated concepts will increase perhaps as the log of the size of the KBOr, instead, the hand-coding rate may slope up a bit, since copy & edit is a powerful technique for
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knowledge entry, and, as theKB grows, there will be more chance that some very similar concept isalready present. v

This is an example ofEH (the Empirical Inquiry Hypothesis which was presented in section 1)- Onlyby trying to hand-code theKB will we see which of those two counteracting factors outweighs theother, and by how much. Only by continued work on NL andMLwill we determine whether or notthere is a region, near where all three curves meet, where ML temporarily surpasses NL as a way togrowtheKB. And only much farther in the future, after our program crosses the frontier F will wefind out if the discovery curve begins to slope up or down.
Figure 4 suggests a sweeping three-stage research programme for the coming three decades of AIresearch:
* Slowly hand-code a large, broad knowledge base.
* W!fn C

k °Ughk* 10"I îs present, itwill be faster to acquire more throughreading, assimilatingoata oases,etc.
* To go beyond the frontier of human knowledge, the system will have torely on learning bydiscovery, carrying out research and development projects to expand itsKB.

Three decades? What are the scales on the axes of Figure 4? Why do we think it's not a threecentury or three millenia programme? Even if the vague shapes of the curves are correct and evenif we are near the left edge, how far over to theright is that place where language understandingmeets andthen surpasses the hand-coding level? Might we need a trillion things in ourknowledgebase in order to get analogy and generalization to pay off? The usefulness andtimeliness of theBreadth Hypothesis rest on the following quantitative assumption:

Breadth is Within Our Grasp: AKB of about a million frames will providea significant performance increase, due to generalization and analogy; thiswill consume -2 person-centuries of time, -$50 million, and -1 decadeWhy such a "small size"? That's about all that people know!
Justone millionframes! Where did that number come from? What an insult!" you may sayYou justarguedthat the world is a complicated place. Surely we humanbeings eachknow aneffectively infinite number ofthings! It's hopeless to try to representan appreciablefractionof that, so we may as well settle on writing programs thatknow only 10-1000 specific things."

What goes on during the 200,000 hours between birth and age 21 ? Certainly most of it is spentgathering expenences, building up long term memories; some conscious time (and perhaps some sleeptime) is spent generalizing and organizing one's memories. Much of what we're learning is quitespecific to our selves, our home, our family, our friends, and our culture. Theresult of tastingsomeone into a different culture is often tragic orcomic; consider, e.g., CrocodileDundee, AConnecticut Yankee, The Beverly Hillbillies, and The Gods Must Be Crazy.
Three recent estimates of the number of concepts (frames) neededfor full breadth ofknowledge allcame up with a figure of approximately one million: *(1) Alan Kay: 30,000 articles X 30frames per article* [TOOTNOTE: Based on research performed

atAtari Research Labs, in conjunction with Encyclopaedia Britannica, during 1983.](2) EDR: 200k words x 1 frame for each of a few languages**' [footnote: Reportedat theFirst Workshop on Electronic Dictionaries,Tokyo, November,1988;proceedings available ]
(3) Marvin Minsky: 4 LTM entries/hour from birth to adulthood*** [footnote: Back oftheenvelopecalculation performedfor BobKahn, atNRI planning meeting, 1985.]

Two other ways for bounding the "bits" a human brain can store lead to much largernumbers- (1)counting neurons and synapses; but its unclearhow memories are stored in them; (2) counting pixelsin our mental images ; but controversy rages in Cognitive Psychology over whether mental imageryis just an illusion caused by the consistency andregularity in the world that lets us fill in missingpieces of memories -- andof dynamic sensory experiences - with default values. (See, e.g., FFodor &Pylyshyn 81].) And humans who are blind from birth are not particularly less intelligent for want of
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those terrabytes of stored mental images. So it's unclear what those larger numbers signify (Alsothough it's clearly an over-simplification, having a million entries means that there can be a trillionone-step inferences involving pairs of them. And it would surprise no on to discover that one-stepinference is going on unconsciously in our minds constantly.)

Here again is a situation in which one should apply theEH. Various theories give various estimatesandthe way to settle the issue - and, perhaps, much more importantly, achieve the goal of having theKB we want ~ is to go off and try to build the largeKB. Along the way, it will no doubtbecomeclear how big it is growingandwhat the actual obstacles are that must be overcome
Lenat started the CYC project in late 1984for this very purpose. It is now halfway through its tenyear time frame, and, most surprisingly, it is still on schedule. Abook describing the project and itsphilosophy has just been published [Lenat and Guha 89], and the interestedreader is referred therefor details Here, we shall justvery briefly list a few of the surprises that actually trying to build thisimmenseKB has engendered:

(1) Theneed for more formality, for a more principled representation language. In a typical expertsystem application, much of the meaning of an entry on a slot of a frame can be idiosyncratic to thatparticular application; but CYC, which might be used for any application, cannot afford suchsloppmess. Eg consider placing "IceCream" on the "likes" slot of the "Fred" frame. Does this meanthat that s aU he likes? Does he like all ice cream? In what sense does he like it? Has he liked itfrom birth onwward (and does it mean he'll like it until he dies), or is there some temporalsub-abstraction of Fred that likes it? etc.

(2) The search for a use-neutral control structure anduse-neutral representation is not unlike thesearchfor a single universal carpenter's tool. Thepragmatic effect of use-neutrality arises by havinga large set oftools that complement each other (and sometimes overlap) andeasily work together to getmost common jobs done. On very, very rare occasions, a new tool may have to get invented- use theexisting ones to fabncate it then.

(3) In the case of control structure, CYC has by now amassed two dozen separate inference engines-inhentance, inverse slots, automatic classification, Hornclause rules, transfersThrough, etc. One lessonis that it is cost effective to write and fine-tune a separate truth (actually, justification) maintenancesystem for each feature, rather thanrelying on any one general (but of necessity inefficient)TMSalgonthm. '
(4) In the case ofrepresentation, besides frames, we now have numerous other "tools" One of them isa powerful constraint language which is essentially predicate calculus. This is because much of theknowledge in the system is inherently constraint-like. Consider "The number of children that Joe andSam have are equal. We could define a new slot sameNumberOfChildrenAs, and such tactics mightwell get us through any one application, but that's hardly a scalable solution. In general, though wewanted, needed, and developed a general constraint language. Theconstraint language is superficiallysecond order; in almost allreal uses, any quantification over predicates (slot names) can bemechanically reduced to first order. Several dozen ofthe mostcommon sorts of constraints (c g thedomain andrange of slots) have been "slotized"; i.e., special slots (in this case, makesSenseFor andentrylsA) have been created andoptimized, but still the general language is there to fall back on whenneeded.

(
From time to time, when numerous constraints of the same form have been entered, weslotize that form by defining a new slot. For instance, we could create sameNumberOfChildrenAs ifthere were really heavy use of that sort of constraint.

(5) There are almost ten times as many framesrequired as we had originallyexpected; luckily, ourrateofknowledge entry is also that much faster, so we stiU hope to "finish" by 1994. In the search foreliminating ambiguity, theknowledge being enteredmust be more precise than we are used to being ineveryday conversation. E.g., the meaning of "Japan" or "water" varies depending on the context of theconversation. Each separate meaning (e.g., political Japan during the 1890's) has its own frame, whichis why there are more than we expected. But balancing that, it is relatively easy to build aknowledgeentry tool which assists the user in copying and editing an entire cluster ofrelated frames at once So



the two order of magnitude increases are not unrelated. By the way, "finishing by 1994" meansapproaching thecrossover point (see Figure 4), where it will be morecost-effective tocontinuebuilding CYC'sKB by having itread online material, and ask questions about it, than to continue thesort of manual "brain-surgery" approach we are currently employing.
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8. Differences with Other Positions

8.1. Our position regarding the Aesthetes

There is a methodological difference between our "scruffy" way of doing AI andthe aesthetes' "neat"way. This in turn stems from a difference of opinion about whether the world must admit an elegantand simple formalization of intelligence.
Ifonly there were a Secret Ingredient for intelligence - the Maxwell's Equations ofThought If onlywe could axiomatize the world in a small set of axioms, anddeduce everything. If only our learningprogram could start from scratch. If only our neural nets were big or cerebellar or hyperlinearenough. If onlythe world were like that. But it isn't The evidence indicates that almost all thepower is m the bulkknowledge. As Whitehead remarked, "God is in the details "
Following the Difficult Problems Hypothesis, we are firmly convinced that the AIresearcher mustmake a major timecommitment to the domain(s) in which his/her programs are to be competent' c gthe two years that Stefik andFriedland spent to learn about molecular biology before doing Molgen[Friedland 79]; the decade-long time frame for CYC. This is in contrast to, e.g., research that uses the15 puzzle, orcryptanthmetic, as its domain. Even in Physics, where Nature so far has beenremarkably elegant, it is still strongly cost-effective to expend the enormous time and money to buildand use a SLAC or a CERN or a superconducting super-collider.
We may be exhausting therange of potent experimental AI theses that can be carried out in two yearsby a studentstarting more or less from scratch; witness the trend to give the Computers and Thought '
Award to increasingly less recent graduates. The presence of a large, widely-accessable "testbed" KBshould enable a newround of important theses.
People doprefer - andshouldprefer - the simplest consistent hypothesis about any phenomenonThat doesn t make them correct, of course [Kuhn 70]. Afew examples:

* Early astronomers with poor instruments hadno problem with a geocentric model. When onefriend of Wittgenstein's ridiculed them for making this error, he replied "Ah, yes, how foolish But Iwonder what it would have looked like ifthe sun did go around the earth?"

* Bi°!°Sists ' who are unable to perform experiments on evolution, or even getprecise data on it canstill believe it operates so quickly as it does, using nothing more thanrandom mutation, random '
generate-and-test - a simple, elegant, appealing, but (as we in AI found out empirically) woefullyinadequate problem solving method. y

JamesWilson afellow of theRoyal Society and one of the world's leading numerical analystsspoke at Stanford m 1974 about bugs in early twentieth century methods of numerical integration 'These algonthms had proofs , and were used (to a couple iterations only) by human beings armedonly with pencil and paper. Those people, by the way, were called "computers". The introduction ofthe high-speedelectronic digital computer provided the nextround of "criticism" ~ namelytruncation errors made the algorithms unstable -which led to the nextround of improvement in that

Chapter 1 of [Lakatos 76] presents the histoncal series of mathematicians' retreats from the initialform ofthe Euler-Descartes conjecture to increasingly longer, less elegant versions, with more andmore terms getting added to take obscure cases and exceptions into account
A quarter century ago, Simon provided the spectacular image of an ant on a beach: though its path iscomplex, that is due to the complexity of the beach, not the ant It is a beautiful hypothesisthat
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thinking might be based on such simple mechanisms; i.e., that the apparent complexity of the humanmind is an illusion,reflecting a very simple, very generalproblem solver thrust into a complexenvironment. With apologies to Wittgenstein, and to Newell and Simon, we reply, "Ah, yes, but Iwonder what it would look like if the mind were filled with ~ and dependent upon -knowledge?"
Eventually, we will want layers of increasing "neatness." E.g., inphysics, students learn each year thatlast year's equations were a special case. We always try to reason at the highest, most superficial, mostefficient level at which we can, anddelve down one level deeper when we are forced to. Butdevoting so much effort to the attempt at "neatness" today just drains time and intellectual energy
away from the prime enterprise of the field.

Many AIresearchers quest for an elegant solution in a desperate desire for scientificrespectability.The name of our field ~ "Artificial Intelligence" ~ invites everyone to instantly form an opinion.Toobad it wasn't called quantumcognodynamics. "But perhaps, by interposing a layer of mathematicalformalism, we can come to be accepted as hard scientists." Hence the physics-envy!
Formalizing has never driven any early science along. In designing new drug molecules, the biochemistknows it's too inefficient to apply Schroedinger's wave equation to compute the energy minimizations,hencefrom his/her point of view the fact that such a deep understanding even exists is irrelevant tothe task at hand. S/herelies on crude design heuristics, andthe drugcompanies using thismethodology occasionaly are enriched. As Minskyremarked about the A* algorithm in 1970: "Justbecause it's mathematical doesn'tmean it deserves to be taught."

There are actually three separate extreme "aesthete" positions we are arguing against here' In
caricature, the first one is the CMU "SOAR" (and MITRobotics) school of letting simple mechanisms
giverise to slightly less simple behavior, andthen claiming that that will scale up and eventually
giverise to human level intelligence. In that world view, one does not need to assemble a largeknowledge base, the machine learner will acquire it automatically. Rod Brooks at MIT goes one stepfarther, denying that one needs even a representation scheme for knowledge. (See his paper in thissame J.AI issue.)

Agam in cancature, the second one is the Stanford (and elsewhere) Logic Group school of formalizingsome aspect ofreasoning (e.g., analogy), programming it to run on a few simple examples, and claimingthat that will scale up, that that obviates the need for a huge KB, and besides the important thing isthe theorems isn't it? Actually, to be fair, several of theseresearchers, such as JohnMcCarthy MikeGenesereth, andPat Hayes, have been strong advocates of the need for a large KB eventually theyjustbelieve that there are various tools required to build it which we don't have at present formaltools which they are researching. '
The third, increasingly popular typeof aestheticism is the trend tohighly parallel (e.g., connectionistic)and ever faster devices. The trouble is that most difficult tasks inknowledge-rich areas can't behighly parallelized. If we were to set a billion people to work trying to find a cure for cancer, wewouldn't find one in .2 seconds. Each cancer experiment takes months or years to perform, and thereare only a moderate number of promising experiments to do at any one time; their results willdetermine what the next round of promising experiments should be.
Parallelism is useful at one extreme for implementing very carefully engineered algorithms (e.gSystolic algonthms), and at the other extreme for allowing a community of meaningfully-individuatedagents act independently, asynchronously. For most technical tasks, until we understand the taskvery well, the size of such an actor community that we can design is typically only ~100.
The time to perform a task often increases exponentially with its size (e.g., looking ahead n moves inchess.) Taking a microcoding approach or a parallelizing approach cuts off a constant factor; taking aknowledge based approach may adda constant overheadbut more importantly, for the long run it maychip at the exponent. On the other hand, it is worth remarking that there are some special tasks '
where the desired level of performance (x-coordinate) is fixed: justbarely beating all humans at chessjustbarely understanding spoken words in real time, tracking the space shuttle in real time, etc. In
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such a case, getting a large enough constant factor speedup really could solve the problem, with noneed to apply theKP, BH, orEH. As our ambition to attack ever more difficult problems growsthough, the exponential nature of the search hurts worse.

8.2. Our position regarding Expert Systems

TheKP underlies the current explosion of work on expert systems. Still, there are additional thingsour position argues for, that are not yetrealized in today's ES. Knowledge space in toto is not ahomogeneous solid surface, but more like a set of self-supporting buttes, andone ought to be able tohop from one to its neighbors. But cunent ES are too narrow, too independent, and too informal aswe discuss below. '
One major power source for ES, thereason theycan be so readily constructed, is the synergisticadditivity of manyrules. Using a Blackboard [Erman et al. 80] or partitioned rule sets, it is possibleto combine small packets ofrules into mega-rules: knowledge sources for one large expert system.

The analogue at the next higher level would be to hook hundreds of large ES together, and achieveeven greatersynergy. Thatdreamrepeatedly fails to materialize. Why? As we increase the domainof each "element" we are trying to couple together, the "semantic glue" we need gets to be larger andmore sophisticated. The "gluing" orcommunicating is made all the more difficult by the unstated andoften ambiguous semantics that typically exist in a single ES. We discussed, earlier, how the CYCproject at MCC has been driven toward increased formality andprecision as they have labored tobuild that large system. It seems to us that it willrequire the construction of such a system asmandatedby theBreadth Hypothesis, andbuilt not haphazardly but with a clean andformalizedsemantics, before the true potential of ES technology will be realized.
Plateau-hopping Requires Breadth: To harnass the power of a large number ofdisparate expert systems will require something approaching full consensusreality -- the million abstractions, models, facts, rules of thumb, representations,etc., that we all possess and that we assume everyone else does. Moreover, theESs will need to be coded in a clean, formal representation, and integrated into aglobal ontology ofknowledge.

The Internistprogram is carefully engineered to do a good job ofdiagnosing diseases from symptomsBut consider coupling it to a machine learning program, which tries to speculate on new diseasemechanisms for epidemiology. Theknowledge in Internist isn't stored in "theright way", and much ofthe needed mechanism knowledge has already been compiled away, condensed into numericconelations. Clancey encountered similar difficulties when he tried to adapt MYCIN'S diagnosticKB toteach medical students [Clancey 79]. B

As we try to combine ES from various tasks, even somewhatrelated tasks, their particularsimplifications and idiosyncracies prevent synergy. The simplifying was done in the interests ofhighly efficient andcompetentproblem solving; breadth was not one ofthe engineering goals.
This naturally results in each ES being a separate, simplified, knowledge universe. When you sit downto build an ES for atask - say scheduling machines on a factory floor - you talk to the experts andfind out the compiled knowledge they use, the ways theyfinesse things. For instance, how do theyavoid generalreasoning about time and belief? Probably they have a very simple, very specializeddata structure that captures justthe bits of information about time and belief that they need to solvetheir task. How do they deal with the fact that this milling machine M has a precise location, relativeto all the others; that its base plate is a solid slab of metal of such and such a size and orientation- thatits operator is a human; that only one operator at a time can use it; etc.?
If someone accidentally dnlls a hole through the base plate, most human beings would realize that themachine can still be usedfor certain jobs but not for others - e.g., it's okayif you want to mill avery large part, but not a very small one that might fall through the hole! People can fluidly shift to
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the next more detailed grain size, toreason out the impact of the hole in the base plate, even ifthey've never thought of it happening before; but the typical ES would have had justone particularlevel built in to it, so it couldn't adapt to using the crippled milling machine.
Sometimes the ES's precipitous fall into incompetent behavior is obvious, but sometimes itsexplanations remain dangerously plausible. Meta-rules about the system's area of competence canguard against this accidental misuse, but that is just a patch. A true solution would be to provide abroad KB so that (1) the plateau sloped off gentlyon all sides, and(2) we could hop from one ES'splateau or butte to another.
This bnngs up a point which is appropriate both to ES and to the Aesthetes (Section 8.1) as well Bothpositions tacitly assume akind of global consistency in the knowledge base. Inconsistencies may existfor a short penod, but they are errors andmust be tracked down andcorrected. We expect howeverthat this is just an idealized, simplified view of what will be required for intelligent systems Namely
we advocate: ' J '
The Local Consistency Hypothesis: There is no need -- andprobably not evenany possibility -- of achieving a global consistent unification of several ES' KBs(or, equivalents, for one very large KB). Large systems need localconsistency.
The Coherence Hypothesis: Moreover, whenever two large internally-consistent chunksCI, C2are similar, their heuristics and analogies should cohere; e.g., if the "going up"metaphor usually means "getting bettter" for CI, then it should again mean "settingbetter"for C2, or else it should not apply at all there.

As regards localconsistency, consider howphysics advanced for many decades with inconsistentparticle andwave models for light. Local consistency is what permits each knowledge-space butte tobe independent of the others; as with large office buildings, independent supports should make iteasierfor the whole structure to weather tremors such as local anomalies. In a locally consistentsystem, inferring an inconsistency is only slightly more serious than the usual sort of "dead-end" asearcherruns into; the system should be able to back up a bit and continue on. Intelligent behaviordenves not from therazor's edge of Absolute True versus Absolute False - from perfect matching -but rather is suggestedby plausibility heuristics and supported by empirical evidence.
Coherence is what keeps one from getting disoriented in stepping from one KB butte to its neighborHaving the metaphors line up coherently can make the hops so small that one is unaware they have '

hopped at all: Her academic career, her mood, andherprospects were all going up." See [Lakoff andJohnson 80] for many more examples, and a more detailed discussion of this phenomenon. Coherenceapplies at the conceptual level, not justat the word level. It is not so much the words "going up" astheconcept, the scriptof moving upwards, that applies coherently in so many situations
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9. Problems and Solutions

Problem 1: Possible "in-principle" Limitations. There are several extremes that one can point
to where theKnowledge Pnnciple and Breadth Hypothesis might be inapplicable or even harmful-perceptual andmotor tasks; certain tasks which must be performed in small pieces ofreal time- tasksthat involve things we don'tyet know how torepresent well (the word "yet" is very importanthere)-tasks for which an adequate algorithm exists; tasks so poorly understood that no one can do it well '
yet; and (until our proposed largeKB becomes areality) tasks involving large amounts of commonsense.

Just as we believe that language faculties willrequire a largeconsensual reality KB, we expect it to beinvaluable m most of the image understanding process (beyond retina-level edge detection andsimilaroperations).

Ourresponse - in pnnciple and in CYC ~ is to describe perception, emotion, motion, etc., down tosome level of detail that enables the system to understand humans doing those things and/or to beable toreason simply about them. As discussed underproblem 2, below, we let a largebody ofexamples dictate what sorts ofknowledge, and to what depth, arerequired.
A similar answer applies to all the items which we don'tyetknow very clearly how torepresent Inbuilding CYC, e.g., a large amount of effort in the first five years was spent on capturing an adequatebody ofknowledge (including representations and problem solving strategies) for time, space beliefsubstances, andso on. We did not set out to do this, the effort was driven completely empirically 'completely by need, as we examined snippets of encyclopedia and newspaper articles andhad to 'develop machinery to represent them and answer questions about them. Ourresponse is a tacticalhypothesis, not a strategic one; we would find it interesting if it is falsified, but the effect would benegligible on our overallresearch strategy.

Tasks which can be done withoutknowledge, or which require some that no one yet possesses, shouldbe shied away from. One does not use a hammer to typewith.
The hugeKB mandated by the Breadth Hypothesis is Al's "mattress in theroad". Knowing that we cango around it one more time, AIresearchers build a system in six months that will perform adequatelyon a narrow version of task X; they don'tpause for a decade to pull the mattress away. This researchopportunity is finally being pursued; but until CYC or a similarproject succeeds, the knowledge basedapproach must shy away from tasks that involve a great deal of wide-ranging common sense oranalogy.

Theremainder of the problems m this section are primarily pragmatic, engineering problems, dealingwith the mechanics ofconstructing systems andmaking them more usable. As can be seen from ourresponse to the m-pnnciple limitations, we personally view Problem 1 in that very same category'That is a view based on the EH, of course. & y '

Problem 2: How exactly do we get the knowledge? Knowledge must be extractedfrom people,from databases, from the intelligent systems' KBs themselves (e.g., thinking up new analogies), mdfrom Nature directly. Each source ofknowledge requires its own special extraction methods.
In the case ofthe CYC project, the goal is to capture the full breadth of human knowledge To drivethat acquisition task, Lenat andhis team examine pieces of text (chosen from encyclopediaenewspapers, advertisements, and so on), sentence by sentence. They aren't just entering the'factsstated, but - much more importantly - are encoding what the writer of that sentence assumed thereader already knew about the world. These are the facts andheuristics and simplified models of theworld which one would need in order to understand the sentence, things which would be insulting orconfusmg for the writer to have actually stated explicitly (e.g., if coke is commerically consumed to
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turn ore into metal, then coke andore must both be worth less than metal.) They also generalize each
of these as much as possible (e.g., the products ofcommercial processes are more valuable than their
inputs.) Another useful place they focus is the inter-sentential gap: in a historical article, what actions
should thereader infer have happened between each sentence and the next one? Yet another focus:
what questions should anyone be able to answer having justread that article? These foci drive the
extraction process. Eventually, CYC itself began helping to addknowledge, by proposing analogues,
extending existing analogies, andnoticing gaps innearly-symmetric structures.

This methodology will collect, e.g., all the facts and heuristics about Water that newspaper articles
assume theirreaders already know. This is in contrast to, for instance, Naive Physics andother
approaches that aim to somehow capture a deeper theory ofWater in all its various forms.

Problem 3: How do we adequately represent it? Human expertschoose or devise
representations that enable the significant features ofthe problem toremain distinguished, for the
relevant connections to be quickly found, etc. Thus, one can reduce this to a special case of Problem
2, and try to elicit appropriate representations from human experts. CYC takes a pragmatic approach:
when something proves awkward to represent, addnew kinds of slots to make it compactlyrepresentable. In extreme cases, adda whole new representation language to the toolkit. Besides
frames and "rules" and our formal constraint language (described above), we use stored images and
neural nets as representation schemes. Images are useful for users to point at; e.g., to say something
about the strike plate of a door lock ~ if you don't happen toknow what it'scalled, but you couldpick it out instantly given a photo of a door lock. Statistical space partitioning (neuralnets) may beuseful for certain kinds of user modelling (e.g., gesture-level), andthe CYC group is cunently training
one on examples of goodanalogizing, so as to suggest promising "hunches" of new analogies toinvestigate, an activity which CYC will then do symbolically.
The quality of the solution to many of these "Problems", including this one, depend on the quality of
our system's emerging ontology. What category boundaries are drawn; what individuals get explicitlyrepresented; what is the vocabulary of predicates (slots) with which to describe and intenelatethem,
etc.? Much of the 1984-89work on CYC has been to get an adequate global ontology; i.e., has beenworrying about ways torepresent knowledge; most of the 1989-94 work will be actually representing
knowledge, entering it into CYC. That is why we have "only" a million entries in CYC's KB today, but
expect one hundred times that many in 1994.

Problem 4: Howwill inference be done in CYC? Therepresentation chosen will of courseimpact on what inference methods are easy or difficult to implement. Our inclination was, once again,
to applyEH: when we encounteredsome kind of operationthat needed to be performed often, but itwas very inefficient, then we adjusted therepresentation or the inference methods available, or both.As with Problem 3, there is a temptation to early specialization: it is a local optimum, like swervingaround a mattress in theroad. Pulling this mattress aside means assembling a large repertoire of
reasoning methods, andheuristics for choosing, monitoring, and switching among them. When wefirst prepared this article, such a tool-kit of methods was merely an expectation; today (as describedearlier), we have two dozen such inference engines, each with its own optimized justification
maintenance system (and each capable ofrunning "forward" or "backward".)

To illustrate one of those inference methods briefly, consider "transferThrough". If I tell you thatMichael's last name is Douglas, andMichael's father is Kirk, then you infer thatKirk's last name isDouglas. If you see a car with snazzy wire wheels, and I tell you that Fred owns that car, then youinfer thatFred owns those wheels. One could represent such inferencing by general if/then rules; forinstance, "If x's last name is y, andx's father is z, Then guess that z's last name is y." So many suchrules were added to CYC, though, that we defined a new inference template (predicate, 510t,...) called
"transferThrough". There is a frame representing the transfersThroughrelationship, andone of its slotscontains a definitionin our constraint language, of the form:

(ForAll slots si, s2) ((transfersThrough si s2) <==>
[ (ForAll

x,

y, z) (si xy) and (s2 x z) ==> (si x z)])
So one can now simply assert (transfersThrough last-name father), and (transfersThrough owns parts).
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We're often asked how we expect to efficiently "index" ~ find relevant partial matches - as theKBgrows larger and larger. The implicit assumption behind that question is that the problem gets worseandworse as theKB size grows. Our answer therefore often appears startling at first glance: waituntil our programs are finding many, far-flung analogies, but inefficiently, i.e. only through largesearches. Then investigate what additional knowledge people bring to bear, to eliminate largeparts ofthe search space in those cases. Codify the knowledge so extracted, and add it to the system. This is
a combined application ofthe Difficult Problems Hypothesis andthe EH. It is a claim that the true
nature ofthe indexing problem will only become apparent ~ andsolvable - in the context of a largeproblemrunning in an already very largeKB.

Earlier, we sketched an opportunistic (non-monolithic) control structure which utilizes items in thecontrol-strategyregion of theKB. As with partial matching, we expect that meta-level controlmechanism to be more, andmore easily, fleshed out as the system grows.
In other words, the large and increasing size of the KB makes certain tasks less difficult, due to havinga large andrepresentative sample of cases one ought to try to make efficient. That holds for choosingspecialized inference engines,for meta-level control, and for partial matching.
Problem 5: How can someone interact "naturally" with KB systems? Knowledge based
systems built so far share with their knowledge-free predecessors an intolerant rigidity of stylisticexpression, vocabulary, andconcepts. They rarely accept synonyms and pronouns, never metaphors,and only acknowledge users willing to wear arigid grammatical straitjacket The coming few years '
should witness the emergence of systems which begin to overcome this problem. As is only fitting,they will overcome it with knowledge: knowledge of the user, of the system's domain, of discourse, ofmetaphor. They will employ pictures, gestures, and sound as well as text, as means of input and outputMany individual projects (such as CYC) andexpert system tools (such as KEE) are already moving inthis direction. to

Problem 6: How can you combine several enterers7systems ,
knowledge? One solution is tosequentialize the entry, but it's not a goodsolution. ManyEmycin-based programs designated someoneto be the knowledge base czar, with whom all the other experts would discuss theknowledge to beentered. Eurisko, built on RLL, tried explicitly enforced semantics. Each slot was given a descriptionof its intended use,constraints that could be checked statically or dynamically (e.g., each rule'sIf-maybe-relevant slot should take less cpu time to execute than its If-truly-relevant slot). Whensomeone enters rules that violate that constraint, the system can complain to them, to geteveryoneback on track usmg the same semantics again. CYC extends this to implicitly enforced semantics-having such a large existing KB that copy&edit is theclear favorite way of entering new knowledgeWhen one copies&edits an existing frame, virtually all of its slots' semantics (and even most of theirvalues!) carryright over.

We are not talking about just text-editing here, butrather a problem-solving process in its ownrightwhich CYC should monitor and assist with. Already, CYC makes guesses about which slots will existon the new frame, which entries on the value will carry over, which will need to be changed ifthey're to be changed then will the new entries be idiosyncratic (e.g., monarch) or predictable based onother information about this new frame (e.g., majorExports).
Although this discussion has assumed thatinconsistency should be detected and stamped out, there is amuch more fundamental long-range solution to the problem of inconsistentKBs: live with them'Problem 7 describes this position:

Problem 7: How should the system cope with inconsistency? View the knowledge space, andhence theKB, not as onerigid body, butrather as a set of independently-supported buttes. Each butteshould be locally consistent, andneighboring buttes shouldbe maximally coherent. These terms aredescribed in Section 8.2. The power ofsuch systems should derive, then, not from perfect matching,but rather from partial matching, heuristic guidance, and (ultimately) confirming empirical evidence.'Systems such as we are describing must encompass several points of view; they are "open" in the senseof [Hewitt 86]. It should be possible for new knowledge to compatibly and safely flow among them.
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At a much more exotic level, one can imagine mental immune systems providing (in the background)
constant cross-checking, healthy skepticism, advice, andcriticism.
Problem 8: How can the system builder, and the system user, not get lost? "Getting lost" isprobably the nght metaphor to extend here, because what they need to do is to successfully navigatetheir way throughknowledge space, to find and/or extendtherelevant parts. Many systemsincluding CYC, are experimenting with various exploration metaphors andorientation tools'hehcoptenng through semantic nets; exploring a museum with Alicianentry into displaycases andposters, etc. Both of these are physical spatial metaphors, which allow us to usekinesthetic memoryto some extent, as the enterer or usergets more and more familiar with the layout of theKB.
On a typical day in mid-1989, twenty to thirty people are logged into CYC's Knowledge Server allactively adding to its KB simultaneously. Thus, one's world sometimes changes out from under one abit, adding to the relevance of the (dis)orientation metaphor. For more elaborately scripted interfacemetaphors, see True Names [Vinge 84], Riding the Torch [Spinrad 84], or Knoesphere [Lenat et al84]. For instance, the latter suggests clip-on filters to shade or highlight certain aspects of what wasseen; models of groups and each individual user; and simulated tour-guides with distinctpersonalities.

Problem 9: How big a fraction of "consensus reality" do you need to represent, before thecrossover occurs and language understanding is a betterknowledge entry paradigm? Webelieve the answer is around 30-50%. Why? When communicating with an intelligent entity, havingchosen some concept X, we wouldexpect the "listener" to be familiar with X; if it fails several timesin arow -- often! - then it is missing too much of consensus reality. A similar argumentapplies toanalogizing and to generalizing. Now to have a 30% chance for thechosen analogue to be alreadyknown by the listener, he/she/it might have toknow 30% ofthe concepts that are analogized to Buthow uniformly are good analogues distributed in concept-space? Lacking more data, we assume thatthey are uniformly distnbuted, which means the system should embody 30% of the full corpus ofconsensus reality The distribution is quite possibly notuniform, which is why (the EH again) weneed to build theKB and see. h J
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10. Conclusion: Beyond Local Maxima

Our position includes the statements that
* One must include domain-specific knowledge to solve difficult problems effectively
* One must also include both very generalknowledge (to fall back on) and very wide-rangingknowledge (to analogize to), to cope with novel situations.
* We already haveplenty of theories about mechanisms of intelligence; we need to proceed

empirically: go off andbuild large testbeds for performing, analogizing, ML, NL...* Despite the progress in learning, language understanding, andother areas ofAI, hand-crafting isstill the fastest way to get the knowledge into the programfor at least the next several years.* With a largeKB of facts, heuristics, and methods, the fastest waywill, after some years, tip towardNL (reading online textual material), and then eventually toward ML(learning by discovery.)* The hand-crafting and language-based learning phases may each take about one decade, partiallyoverlapping (ending in 1994 and 2001, resp., although stage 2never quite "ends"),culminatingin a system with human-level breadth and depth ofknowledge.
Each of those statements is more strongly believed than the one following it. There is overwhelmingevidencefor the KP and EH. There is strong evidence in favor of the BH. There is a moderate basisfor our three-stage programme. And there is suggestive evidence that it may be possible to carry outthe programme this century.

As a partial application of the Breadth Hypothesis, consider the task of building a knowledge based
system covenng most of engineering design. Interestingly, this task was chosen independently by theJapaneseEDR project, by Bob Kahn's fledgling National Research Institute, andby Feigenbaum atStanford. All three see this task as a moderate-term (-1994) goal. It is certainly much broaderthan any single expert system, yetmuch narrower than the universalknowledge base mandated bythe BH.

Slightly narrower "Lawyers' workstations" or "Botanists' workstations", etc., are similar sorts of
compromises(partial applications of BH) worth working on. They would possess a crown of verygeneralknowledge, plus their specific field's next level of generalities, useful representations etc andsome detailedknowledge including, e.g., methods for extracting andusing entries in that field's onlinedatabases. These have the nice side effect of enticing the experts to use them, andthen modify themand expand them. J

The impact of systems mandated by theKP andBH cannotbe overestimated. Public education c g isPleated on the wiavailability of an intelligent, competent tutor for each individual for each hourofIt mi
wIU chanSe that- °ur present entertainment industry is built largely on passive viewing-AI will turn "viewers" into "doers". What will happen to society as the cost of wisdom declines, andsocietyroutinely applies the best of what itknows? Will aknowledge utility arise, like the electricutility, and how might it (and otherAI infrastructures) effect what will be economically affordable forpersonal use? J

When we give talks on expert systems, on common sensereasoning, or on AI in general, we are oftenasked about the ethical issues involved, the mental "environmental impact" it will have, so to speak aswell as the direct ways it will alter everyday life. We believe that this technology is the analogue ofLanguage. We cannot hold AI back any more than primitive Man could have suppressed the spread ofSpeaking. It is too powerful a technologyfor that. Language marks the start of what we think of ascivilization; we look back on pre-linguistic cultures as uncivilized, as comprised of intelligent apes butnot really human beings yet. Can we even imagine what it was like when people couldn't talk witheach other? Minskyrecently quipped that a century from now people might look back on us andwonder Can you imaginewhen they used to have libraries where the books didn't talk to eachother?" Our distant descendants may look back on the synergistic man-machine systems that emergetrom Al, as the natural dividing line between "real human beings" and "animals". We stand today at
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f^u ll^?e 19?0'?' "
t,the ntenfce between the first era of intelligent systems (competent, thanksto the KP, but quite bnttle andmcombinable) and the second era, the era in which the BreadthHypothesis will finally come intoplay.

Man-Machine Synergy Prediction: In that "second era" ofknowledge systemsthe "system" will be reconceptualized as a kind of colleagular relationship '
between intelligent computer agents and intelligent people. Each will performthe tasks that he/she/it doesbest, and the intelligence of the system will bean emergent of the collaboration.

The interaction may be sufficiently seamless andnatural that it will hardly matter to anyone whichskills, whichknowledge, andwhich ideas resided where (in the headof the person or the knowledgestructures of the computer.) It would be inaccurate to identify Intelligence, then, as being "in theprogram From such man-machine systems will emerge intelligence andcompetence surpassing theunaided human s. Beyond that threshold, in turn, lie wonders which we (as unaided humans) literallycannot today imagine. J uwiaiv
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APPENDIX 1: Goals and Strategies for AIResearch

In Section 6, we bnefly touched on thecommon confusion between AI Goals and AI Strategies Thenext two sections list nine of each. As we mentioned in the body of the paper, much confusion inour field stems from several entries appearing on both lists. If oneresearcher chooses say theultimate goalof language understanding, then they could approach that strategically in several waysE.g., humans first learn language by discovery, by imitating others' sounds, noting correlations and '
inducing simple vocabulary and grammar rules. Later, as we enter school, we further improve ourlanguage abilities by takingEnglish classes, i.e., by discussing in natural language the fine points ofLnglish vocabulary and grammar andcomposition.

Scientific disciplines notonly adopt a paradigm, in the early stages they are partitioned into subfieldsby paradigm. Ifmore than one paradigm remains viable for any length of time, it will soon come tosee itself as a different discipline altogether andsplit off; AI faced this around 1970 with CognitivePsychology, andrs facing this again now with Robotics andVision. People can't mentally focus on toomuch at once, andparadigms provide some of the obligatory cognitive simplifying.
All 9x9pairs of the form <goal, strategy> could in principle be separate paradigms. Today there areonly a small fraction of that number, andthe groupings that have developed are in many casespoorly matched; e.g., all pairs of the form <x, Learning> unioned with <Learning, x>, come together forMachine Learning workshops every year. This leads to confusion andmiscommunication - oftenunrealized by both parties! Let's give an illustration of this phenomenon, still in the domain ofMachine Learning. When one says s/he is working on Analogy, they might mean

(1 ) that they are using Analogy as a strategy to pursue some other AI goal G. For instancethey might be building a program whose goal is toparse or disambiguate English sentences by analogyUr they might mean J a^&y "

(2) that they are using some other strategy S, such asknowledge engineering, as the powersource ma program whose task is to discover and flesh out analogies. In that case their program'sfw ho^ *? bC » 5 that huma" somehowrecognize as symbolizing an analogy- buttofSc y a Set /then °r a neUral ncrt ' °r *fcmg
B

witfa a humn

The trouble is that, today, they are equally likely to mean they'repursuing Analogy as a strategy or as
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Appendix 1.1. Nine Ultimate Goals of AI. We share, or are sympathetic to, almost all of these:
Understand Human Cognition: The goal Is to understand how people think notto have machine artifacts to put to work. Try for a deeper knowledge of humanmemory, problem solving abilities, learning, decision-making in general, etc
Cost:effective Automation: The goal is to replace humans at various tasks requiringintelligence. This goal is met by programs that perform as well as the humanscurrently on the job; it doesn't matter if the programs think like people or notThe harder the problems it can solve, and the faster it solves them, the smarter it is
Cost-effective Intelligence Amplification: The goal is to build mental prostheses thathelp us think better, faster, deeper, more clearly... Science's goal - and measureof success - is how much it augments human being's leg muscles, immune systemvocal cords, and (in this case) brain. This goal further divides depending on whose '
performance is being so amplified: do we want to amplify the average person's abilityto diagnose disease, or the average GP's ability, or the world's best diagnosticians"?
Superhuman intelligence: The goal is to build programs which exceed humanperformance. Crossing that particular threshhold could lead to an explosion ofprogress: technological innovation in manufacturing, theoretical breakthroughssuperhuman teachers and researchers (including Alresearchers) and so on '
General Problem Solving: Be able to solve -or at least plausibly attack -a broad range of problems, including some from fields you've never even heardof before It doesn't matter if the programs perfectly fit human performancedata, nor does it matter if they are at an expert's level. The point is thatintelligent creatures can get somewhere on almost any problem; intelligence isflexibility and breadth of mind, not depth in some narrow area
Coherent Discourse: This is similar to the Turing Test. The goal is to compe-tently communicate with people, using complete sentences in some naturalhuman language. A system is intelligent iff it can carry on a coherent dialogue.
Autonomy: This goal holds that a system is intelligent iff itcan, on its owninitiative, do things in the real world. This is to be contrasted with saymerely planning in some abstract space, or "performing" in a simulatedworld, or advising a human who then goes off and does things. The idea is thatthe real world is always so much more complex than our models of it that itis the only fair test of the programs we claim to be intelligent
Learning (Induction): This goal is to have a program that chooses what data togather and how; gathers it; generalizes (or otherwise converts) its experiences intouseful new beliefs, methods, heuristics and representations; and reasons analogically
Information: Having stored lots of facts about a wide range of topics. This is moreof a straw man" view than the others, as it could be satisfied by an online textualencyclopedia, or even by a hardcopy one! The other views all require the intelligententity not merely possess information but also use it appropriately
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Appendix 1.2: Broad Strategies for Achieving those Goals. Most of these are not our strategies:
Duplicate Low-level Cognitive Performance: Get your program to duplicate evenmicro-level measurements that psychologists have gathered from human subjectssuch as memory storage and recall times, STM size, forgetting rate, errors, etc '
Hopefully, if you do that, then your program's internal mechanisms will be similarto humans , and your program will be able to scale up the same way that humanlow-level mechanisms scale up (even though we don't know howthat is we won'thave to know if we get the lowest level built the same way.) One variation is touse slightly less low-level mechanisms (such as SOAR's chunking), but still the ideais that repeated application of simple IPS processes let intelligence emerge
Duplicate Low-level Structure: Mimicing the human brain's architecture will leadto mimicing its functionality. This strategy traditionally makes the further assump-
tion that McCulloch-Pitts threshhold logic is the right level at which to abstractbrain cell structure (rather than, e.g., at the chemical and enzymatic levels ) It
EfTwTfilentLon fs ppr?rc;eptrons, and now enjoys a renaissance due to the promisethat VLSI technology holds for soon producing parallel neural nets of immense size
Simulate a Society of Mind: This is yet another variant on the "Duplicate & Hooe"strategy, but this one is not so low-level as either of the previous two strategiesBuild a program that consists of hundreds of specialized mental beings or actors --think of them as kludged knowledge sources -- and marshall them to solve problemsby cooperating and communicating among themselves. This is how Nature managedto evolve us, and it may be the easiest way for us to in turn evolve Al

Knowledge Engineering: Talkwith human experts who perform the task andextract from them the facts, representations, methods, and rules of thumbthat they employ in doing the task. Encode these in a running prototype systemand then extract more and more knowledge, as the program runs and makes 'mistakes which the expert can easily translate -- in context -- into additionalpieces of knowledge that should've been in the system all along. Have faith thatthis incremental knowledge acquisition will attain an adequate level of competence
Natural language understanding: Have a program talk with people, read articles etcPeople achieve intelligence that way; so can machines!

<*»ues,

etc.

Learning (Induction): Build a program thatcan learn. Then let it. People get to besmart by learning, starting from a tabula rasa; so can machines.
Formalizing & Advanced reasoning: Marshall a toolkit of sophisticated deductiveprocedures for maintaining consistency and inferring new assertions Havinasuch a set of snazzy mechanisms will be necessary and sufficient. The strong
version of this view says "It worked for Physics; we must strive to find theMaxwell s Equations' of thought." The mild version is more conservative-As you formalize, you find the gaps in your understanding."
Intelligence Amplification: Build some intelligent interfaces that allow us to writeprograms more easily, or synthesize ideas more rapidly, etc. Then let these improvedman-machine systems loose on the problem of achieving Al, whichever goal weSSfseto define it. In other words, instead of tackling the Al task right away, let's spend timegetting prostheses that let us be smarter, then we'll come back to working Sal
Superhuman Intelligence: An extreme form of the previous strategy Build aprogram that does Al research justslightly better than people do and then gosit on a beach while it invesitgates low-level cognition, or language understanding
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or whatever your chosen Al goal is.
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* APPENDIX 2: Response to Brian Candell Smith's Review
[Note: We would prefer this being placed immediately following his review; if that is notpossible, then placing it here as an appendix to our article is acceptable, but the reader shouldthen be advised toread his review andthen return here, to read our response.]

Brian Smith's (BS) contribution to the original MIT workshop that gave rise to these papers wasinvited as a commentary on our positionpaper, "On the Thresholds ofKnowledge". He usedthe
opportunity to write a polemic, acid-etched. Our sense of what is useful and appropriate inscientific communication is offended by this style. Hence we have specifically chosen not torespond to the fancy phrases, or the acid, in kind. Instead, we highlight the issues upon whichhe and we appear to disagree; make a judgmentabout whether this is a genuine difference ofopinion or just a misunderstanding; andattempt aclarification.
But before we leave this introduction andembark on that reply strategy, we feel the need to setthe context appropriately of article-writerversus reviewer. Scientific confrontations are usuallymost productive when both "sides" share a common Weltanschauung (world view). The"confrontation" is then a form of debugging, or, even better, genuinedialectic. Criticisms arisingfrom aradically different Weltanschauung rarely create more light than heat, however. In suchcases, there are strong urges for each side to merely dismiss the other's point of view; and thereare strong tendencies to adopt a tone (andresult) of preaching to the already-committed (to theaccompaniment of cheers from claques in the hall.)

Such, frankly, is the case at hand, with BS's piece. We are contributors to, andproducts of aparadigm and a science of important results over a thirty year period; to us, BS appears as as a
visitor from anotherplanet. His arguments, even washedclean of gratuitous acid, urge upon usjust that sort of immediate dismissal. His methodology of wordsmithing andphilosophizing comesfrom an alien culture and creates in us severe culture-shock. But worst of all, to ourmind headvocates inaction - "decades of debate" - rather than making an attempt in this century andobserving theresults.

BS repeatedly states that his various positions on his 13dimensions (today 12 dimensionsapparently) are merely "my current best guess" - i.e., hisposition. This is exactly right justasour article is our current best guess, our position. As with the other articles which were a partof this workshop, ours is aposition paper. Its goal is to advocate a direction for future AIresearch - a direction which we believe will be very productive.

Many ofBS's objections, however, are relevant only if we hadclaimed to have already built thelarge KB that we propose in the article, as if we had claimed to bereporting on a finished pieceof work. Nevertheless, as inappropriate as they are, his objections can be (and herein are) dealtwith given the results so far obtainedfrom the partially-completed CYCprogram CYC being sofar along and so familiar to us, is therefore the one chosen below to make concrete our positionandour differenes from BS.

In spite of the strong urge to simply dismiss him, we have decided to spend some precious timeandprecious J.AI words, and hence some precious reader's time, analyzing andclarifying We 'hope this will be of some use to some readers, but it is not with "unbounded enthusiasm" that weare spending our andyourresources in this way. We wouldrather be doing research; and to ourway of thinking, research is done in a computer laboratory, not at a typewriter

BSI. <untitled by BS>
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To enable the reader tocorrelate our comments to specific references in BS's review of ourposition paper the five sections of ourresponse (BSI-BSS) correspond to the five sections of hisreview. In each section, we shall distinguish between (a) beliefs he mistakenly attributes to usand (b) genuine disagreements between BS and us.

Mistakenly attributedbeliefs:
We do no claim that 1 million frames will "manifest the sum total of human knowledge" as BSalleges we do. Rather, our paper states theconjecture that that order of magnitude (i.c , manytens of millions of assertions in aKB) will suffice for crossing the point whereknowledgeacquisition is more profitably done by natural language understanding (reading online texts anddiscussing the difficultparts) rather than continuing to build the KB manually, one assertion ata time. Although we have several independent calculations that motivate this figure the proofof course, is in the convergence or lack thereof when actually building CYC.
Moreover we certainly don'trestrict ourselves to frames (associative triples) -eg CYC alreadyhas several distinctrepresentation languages, including a formal constraint language digitizedimages, associative n-tuples, etc. Nor do we believe that thecontrol structure will beelementary -eg., CYC already has two dozen inference engines, some of them quitesophisticated, and each with its own customized justification managementsystem. Indeed wespecifically mentioned that one importantkind ofknowledge that must be in our broad KB iscontrol .knowledge - e.g CYC's two dozen inference engines are represented declaratively byframes in CYC as well as having "cached" procedural fomis which itruns

ccldrauveiy Dy

The current decade-long CYC project was and is never meant or claimed to accomplish oursweepmg 3-stageresearch program", as BS alleges. As discussed in our article, this first decadeis consumed in building only the first stage oecaae

Genuine disagreements

We do believe thatclever control structures alone are no substitute for large amounts of cachedknowledge. Of course some amount of effort - so far about 20% - of theTtwVperson cenmries2^n
a&*?*. CYC |o its 1994 "crossover point", must dealwith inferencefS"symbol manipulating methods such as abduction, induction, deduction, analogy, and so on

We do believe that a decade of flat-out work will get us through "stage 1" in ourresearchprogram. BS is welcome to begin his "decades of debate that lie in the middle" meanwhile weare happy to announce that empirical work on building CYCcontinues apace CYCfetaWthrough its one decade lifetime, and most of the project members' time nowadays is spent onentering knowledge, not on worrying about how to.
"waaaysrs spent on

BS2. Conceptual Tunneling

Mistakenly attributedbeliefs

BS then simplifies our three thresholds into tautologies, as he managed to do previously forNewton's insights. Since they are gone from later tofts of ourpapfr, wereader that they were not the trivialities that BS states here. Tb^i^ii^^^^Ts^rLteTJ^fr d by t"!** "&**rty"d*edinformation fflSpesof sparking some sort of analogical connection. It is in effect the negation of BS's supposedsummaryof it: "knowing more won't make you more competent." Our point wa^Seven afteryou are competent, knowing more (about supposedly unrelated matters)o^l7^l
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more competent.

His attributing a trivial Analogical Method to us is also false. We state it quite clearly as a strawman, as the zeroth-order theory. Immediately after we state it, we explain why it's too generaland weak to be useful, andhow itcan and must be specialized. In CYC, we have a usefulspecification of the notion of causality, a large family of causes relations, anda calculus for
usingthem in three ways: to predict (deductively, sincecauses entails logical implication) toexplam (abductively, sincecauses is much stronger than logical implication), and to help the
P"*^ epistemologrcally when k must choose which explanation to favor over another In1985, CYC researchers isolated several dimensions of analogy-space (attributes which make twoanalogies more or less similar, such as the sharpness of the boundaries where they stop beinghelpful). Using this, anddriven by newspaper andother articles, the researchers have beencodifying and taxonomizing the important analogies used in everyday reasoning (such as mentalquaphysical, andorganization qua individual).

As with most of his "tunneling" laments, the "middlerealm" requires hundreds ofpages ofexp ication,not a few paragraphs. The interested reader (and reviewer) is invited to peruse thebook [Lenat & Guha 89].

Genuine disagreements

The needfor formulation: Simple problems can of course be solved withoutexplicitlyformulating them -else the meta-meta-... level recursion would never end. But difficultonesrequireformulation You may "grasp yourcoffee mug", as he suggest, rather unconsciously, butyouprobably don t design a bridge that way. At least not a bridge we would care to be the firstto drive across (no matter the urging from BS.) Raw perception and low-level musclecoordination are not part of what we werecalling Knowledge, though of course propositionsabout what you have perceived, about the act ofyourperceiving it, etc., are Knowledge.
How dare we try to build this KB: We are not so pessimistic (or perhaps so perfectionistic) as
v i^T 5&mion' AI hasPr°gressed to the point where it is worth trying to build the largebroadKB. Of course we don'tknow everything about ontology andrepresentation and '
reasoning; the issue is whether or not we know enough to get started. Our firm position is thatwe do. We know ways to adequatelyrepresent a vast variety ofknowledge, we know enoughabout ontology and ontological engineering to choose and debug an adequate set of collectionspredicates (slots) and so on. If we fail, then the next setof important lessons for AI are likelyto emerge by tackling this large empirical task, rather than by micro-experiments or sterilephilosophical argument.

Are we sure about the one million frame number (100 million assertions)? Of course not Butwe have lots of supportive evidence, based not juston the three estimates we gave in our
'

article, but also based on the thousands of man-years of lab work spent on buildingknowledge-based systems in the past fifteen years. It is not sheer guesswork. BS chooses veryaSrviSUd-imfgCry aS h
u

1S Qx ÎQS (^cognizingfaces; the expression on a person's facegradually changing) - even though we explicitlyclaimed we would not tackle perceptionhead-on On the other hand, knowledge aboutfacial expressions can and should be part of thelargeKB, and it is easy to see that a small number of assertions suffices to predict the change inexpressionwhen one goes from glee to horror, and a moderate number of assertions to predictthe change in emotional state as one loses control of one's vehicle.

The heart of our andBS s disagreement is made clear over the issue of whether we in AI shoulduse computers to test (i.e., verify or falsify) our hypotheses and surprise us (our view), versusmerely as fancy word processors to articulate andclarify one's hypotheses (his view ) BS is free"T®ti6 m J?eCadeS °f d?bat<V bemoaninS the impenetrable mystique of the human intellect,and making grandarguments for why it is unknowable; meanwhile, empirical AI scientists will be
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writing programs to light the middle darkness.
BS thinks we should take more seriously Winograd's discouragement with AI. he is correct thatwe do not take it seriously. But our disregard of it is not a sign of ignorance of his views.Rather, we have studied his position, andhave chosen to view Winograd as an outlier, one of asmall number ofresearchers who have become discouraged in this fashion (for whoknows whatmix of reasons, including personal?) But, supposing that we did take it seriously, andfurthersupposing it were due the "genunine semantics" issue to which BS ascribes it, then we claim thatthis problem gets easier, not harder, as theKB grows. In thecase of an enormousKB, such asCYC s, for example, we could rename all the frames andpredicates as GOOl, G002,..., and - usingourknowledge of the world -reconstruct what each of theirnames must be. While this doesnot guarantee that the genuine meanings of the concepts have been captured, it's good enoughfor us. After all, how does one guaranteethat theirneighbor shares the same meanings they dofor terms? The answer is that one doesn't, at least not formally or exhaustively. Rather inpractice, one defeasably assumes by default thateveryone agrees, but onekeeps inreserve theübiquitous conflict resolution method that says "one may call into question whether they andtheir neighbor are simply disagreeing over the meaning of some terms."

BS3. The Structure of the MiddleRealm

This section, originally titled "Thirteen Dimensions", has changed in many ways from the originalBS manuscript. In particular, some of the dimensions have altered their nature, andone has beendropped entirely. Below, we have adapted ourresponse as well as possible to these changes
Before we begin with detailed listings of mistakenly attributed beliefs and genuine disagreementswe would like to comment that most of what BS is criticizing here is the general paradigm of 'symbolic AI - e.g., do we need to explicitly represent knowledge? - andnot specifically ourpaper s (rather implicit) position on the matter. We have limited ourresponses however asmuch as possible, to adhere to the topic of our paper rather than staging a general defense forthe entire symbolic AI paradigm.

■

Mistakenly attributedbeliefs

S£"" L

w,

r^useme*Vhat representationbe explicit". We are pragmatists and engineers;tradesmen, not philosophers. We are happy to use any tool that helps us in some specializedways, andthat includes implicitly represented knowledge. Four examples of such, takenfromCYC, are thatprogram s (i) reliance on opaque but highly optimized compiled code, (ii) dealingwith an even more sophisticated black box, namely The Human User, (hi) having a library ofdigitized but unparsed" images (the Visual Dictionary) so that users may point at things theyknow about but don'tknow the name of (and so that CYC may do the same in trying tocommunicate with them), and (iv) having a statistical space partitioning procedure (popularlyreferred to as a neural net") trained on a large set of good and bad examples of analogies, andusing it to propose plausible new analogies to investigate (which CYC then carries throughsymbolically using other, primarily explicit, knowledge.)
Despite these four examples, we expect that the vast majority of the contents of CYC will beexplicit and, further, declarative. Further still, we view the gradual translation ofknowledge intoincreasingly declarative form as both inevitable and desirable. (There is also often an extra levelof translation, from declarative into efficient "compiled" form, andthis final stage is alsoprobably inevitable and utile.) &

Dimensions 5&6: Singlerepresentation scheme, no continuous representations" We are of coursenot arguing that any one narrow representation (such as frames and slots) is enough- see ourearlier comments about our formal constraint language (close to second orderpredicate calculus)
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libraryof digitized images, etc.

Nevertheless, it's important to remark that binary predicates (slots on frames) are - surprisinglyoften ~ quite adequate. Even for representing interval based quantity relations (such astemperature), a specialized syntaxfor slot values can be developed. In CYC, e.g., an entry on thetemperature slot of a frame is itself a data structure describing the interval, the sort ofdistribution it falls in, the relevant parameters ofthe distribution (such as mean value and errorbars), the unit of measure employed, and so on. Note that one could choose instead(even inCYC) to represent such assertions using a quinary predicate, but in this case ~ and in most othercases we andmostDB researchers have come across - there is a genuine asymmetry in demandfor access. The most heavily demanded "keys" are by frame andslot; the others can be used butmuch less efficiently. '
Further, such awkwardnesses as do sometimes arise in trying torepresent some new situation canoften beremedied justby slotizing (creating specialized new slots.) There are now in CYC about5000kinds of slots; each slot isrepresented by a full fledged frame, tying it to otherkinds ofslots along many different hierarchies, which is why CYC is not slowed down by this plethoraof slots. Of these 5000, fifty are slotizedforms of constraints on slots. On the framerepresenting the legallyOwns kind of slot, e.g., are many slots that specify what sort of framescan legally have a legallyOwns slot, what sort of entries can legally fill this kind of slot howmany entries there can be, and so on. The CYCKB builders almost never have toresort towriting a full-fledged constraint language expression. Indeed, most of those slotized constraintswere introduced (as new kinds of slots) to eliminate the need for various constraint language
expressions which theknowledge enterers hadhad to write.

Dimension 8: "Arereasoning and inference central?" This section unfortunately is a 200%incorrect misreading of our intent by BS. Of course inference is important - it allows
parsimony inrepresenting knowledge. A bit more quantitatively, it lets you justrepresent the«th root of the number of assertions you'd otherwise have torepresent in yourKB if you triedto cache everything (« is the average depth ofreasoning chain your system goes through )Asmentioned in our article, CYC has dozens of specialized inference procedures, not justone (as domost AIprograms) or zero (as BS seems to think it does.) Our article should not be construed asadvocating a 100 million assertionKB in lieu of asmall one plus some inference method Ratherwe advocate a 100 million assertionKB plus inference methods; together they should be just
barely enough to getus through Stage 1 in our three-stage research program. It does appear bythe way, that most common sense inference is rather shallow ~ between one andfive "rulefirings" deep - shallow compared to, say, playing master level chess or proving a difficulttheorem Still, n=3 means that 100 million is thecube root of the total number of assertions we'd?£S^ Ut mferencmg; and it would be absurd to even consider building an n=oKB with10**24 assertions in it. So there is a "recompute" versus "retrieve" tradeoff, andneither extremeis themost cogmtively economical strategy.

Why did we say 200% instead of 100%? Because BS is also wrong in saying thatreasoning iscentral to the logicist position. Some mathematical logicians might say it is, but most computer
science logicians would say that reasoning is necessary but knowledge is central (consider c gJohn McCarthy s proposed Missouri Program, or Pat Hayes' proposal in his Second Naive Physics

Dimensions 10& 11: Is physical embodiment important? Original semantics?" In this sectionis the culmination of alienation between his world view and ours. It also shows BS at his mostphilosophical, subjective, vague, and- in his own word - "thick with connotation and ineffablesignificance. His bridge of "full-bloodedconnection" is the one we find most difficult tomotivate ourselves tocross in trying to comment rationally on BS 's views We do not foreseethe need for "metaphysically dependent pointers" in our Lisp. When one drops from themetaphysical to the physical, however, we gladly meet them halfway. Namely to the extentpermitted by current sensors and effectors, the knowledge in CYC does indeed have what BS
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calls original semantics (originally called autonomous semantics.) Let us illustrate how this is so.
CYC explicitlyrepresents itself as a Program, its current "run" as an Event, the users logged ontoit as Human, their activity as KnowledgeEntering, etc. Theframes about computer mice, mousing,and so on, tie in to actual events (as when a user moves their mouse orclicks a button; in suchcases, CYC frames get created and/or modified.) Theuser's actions cause revisions in the user'smodel (CYC frames), and that user model determines in a great many situations how CYC treatsthe user. Theknowledge in theKB aboutpeople ~ such as eating and sleeping - is used tohelp guess why a user isn'tresponding at 12:30 pm or 12:30am. And so on.
In areas where there is (today) no meaningful overlap ~ such as ChurningCreamlntoButter -the semantics are of necessity not autonomous. We do not believe that they need to be in order
to understand andreason intelligently about those concepts (how many of us have ever madebutter, after all?), andperhaps that is the crux of a genuine disagreement between BS and us onthis issue.

We are not sure what to make ofhis leap from the general (and incidentally incorrect) premise
that the CYC goal is to have an "electric encyclopedia" with "apaucity of inference", to anamazingly specific architecture for an an online textual encyclopedia - a project which isantithetical or at best irrelevant to a largeKB such as we are proposing. We think that this sortof leap is what BS has labelled "tunneling".

BS states that "the only useful encyclopedia I can imagine would instead retain all the Englishentries". Our disagreement with that statement is so fundamental that we prefer to believe thathe simply misunderstoodthe basic ideabehind our paper, andour proposal. Our mandated largeKB system mustcontain the prerequisite material for (almost the complement of) the material inan encyclopedia ornewspaper. One narrow use - more a demonstration than a test - of sucha system would be for it to generate articles based on some topic or theme for which it had somedetailed knowledge. Hopefully, such articles would cut across traditional boundaries, be composedwith the intendedreader's goalsand constraints (e.g., time constraints) in mind, be filtered forthat reader's existing related knowledge, lexicon, vocabulary of far-flung events andobjects todraw upon metonymically, favored systems of measure andnotation, and so on. It is true thatsome of our early thinking about theBreadth Hypothesis was spurred on by consideration of "anelectronic encyclopedia"; a glimpse of what was meant by that is provided in [Lenat etal, 83].

Dimension 12: "Aspectual nature" and "Representing as." Far from ignoring the "representing as"
questions, the basic motivation for our paper andour current research (Lenat' s CYCproject, andFeigenbaum' s project to build large knowledge bases for Engineering) is very much the brittlenessof current systems. And much of thatbrittleness is due to what we have called theRepresentation Trap: using variable names (predicate names, etc.) pregnant with meaning -pregnant, that is, to the human user, but barren to the system.

We choose to solve the "as" question empirically, by having oursystems incrementally approachunderstanding. For instance, when a new piece of text is digested into CYC, a set of questions israised, questions which "anyone ought to be able to answer." If CYC gets wrong answers, itsKBis augmented. And the cycle repeats. Eventually, Detente will not mean any less for the '
computer than the word means to us. BS claims that no finite number of assertions aboutdetente can capture what the average person means by the word "detente"; we simply disagree

The final part of dimension 12 is the necessity ofrepresenting several differentpoints of viewfor, say, the concept of detente. CYC has a schemefor handling recursively nestedpropositionalattitudes (e.g., Israel is afraid that Iran believes that Iraq expects that the USA will soon want toprovoke aconflict with Russia in the Mid-East.) To do this efficiently, CYCrepresents varioussub-abstractions of the actors (e.g., Iran as Israel believes it to be) and hasrules for projectingknowledge and beliefs, goals and dreads andexpectations, from the "outer" world to the next"inner" world. One need only explicitly store the exceptions to what these projection ruleswould conclude. Theserules are typicallyonly run in a backwards direction, for efficiency
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reasons (this makes is increasingly costly to accurately simulate an actor with vastly differentknowledge and reasoning methods than you have. Luckily, or perhaps by choice, we rarely haveto deal with intelligent entities that don't share a large amountofknowledge with us ) And thevarious sub-abstractions are only created if we have something special to say about them onlyit they have lasting importance. (Below, we discuss in more detail temporal sub-abstractions ofactors andother objects.)

As stated in our general remark, above, this is the generous interpretation of his Dimension 12The less generous interpretation would say that BS and we have a genuine disagreement, and anirreconcilable one based on differencesof faith. Even should we succeed in producing agenerally acknowledged intelligent artifact, he might stillrefuse to acknowledgeit on the groundsof this twelfthDimensional disagreement.

GenuineDisagreements

Dimension 1: "Focus on explicitrepresentation?". We disagree with BS's claim that "explicitrepresentation [being] an identifiable sub-species [is] the only construal on which it could matterat all . \ Am°£ermay admonish her child "Be good!", without either of them having a precisedefinition of being good , let alone agreeing on one; that does not make herremark meaninglessor useless. Similarly, our advocacy of explicit representation is intended for an audience - /Al readers ~ which more or less shares an intuitive understanding of explicitrepresentationalready can recognize extremecases of it and its negation, and so on. Like thechild, we usuallyknow when we re being naughty (e.g., "escaping" to Lisp code on theright hand side of a rule.)
Another claim that BS makes in this section is his assumption that "explicitness seems torequirea coincidence of Semitic and causal role." This is mostcertainly not arequirement, nor is it the "
casein CYC, even today; see [Lenat & Guha 89].

Dimension 2: "Is representational content contextual?" BS confuses thecommon practice ofnatural languages to economize this way(the meaning of "1989") with the necessity of a KB toLTW f COnfT°J- fa there is a seParate frame for the 1989 year in the Gregorianand Hebrew calendars anda third frame for the word (so to speak) "1989", whosereferentsinclude both ofthose Event frames. There is little need, or benefit, in having the system itselfconftised about the meanings of "1989", any more than it's useful for a person not tounderstandthe meanings - even if thatperson uses the word "1989" to mean one thing at one time andanother thing at another time. So CYC in a way appears to have "situated" knowledge, but thatis - thankfully! - just a superficial phenomenon. S
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"helium-filled balloons appear to be repelfedby the earth. CYC, too, appears to have situatedknowledge, because it has access to such avast, rich context: consensual worldknowledge, models of the user, records ofwhat this userhas recently said anddone etc. In this sense, CYC does not have "no context, Has a veTlarge context indeed; much of its power is precisely because of this. BS completelymisunderstands our methodology ifhe can make assertions, as he does here, about us ignoringcontext, andhaving to, and about CYCproceeding without concern as to time andplacf
If you broaden BS s first two objections (about "explicitrepresentation" and"notbeing situated")to the evels that he andhis references typically intend -ninely that a program c^ not *possibly be intelligent unless it "lives" in the real world and has direct sensory experiences -then we patently disagree with such mysticism. F

Dimension 3: "Does meaning depend on use?" We definitely hold that we can and arec^TiSL^tdg
f
e baSeS ?hT COnt?nt mea?s somethinS; i-e.,KBs which have meaningfulcontent independent of any particular single use ofthat knowldge. We are unhappy with the
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somewhat vicious tone that BS uses in his review about this issue; and we find it surprising thathe believes in the negation of such apossibility. E.g., if you consider some of the facts ("GeorgeWashington was the first President of the USA") and heuristics ("If it's raining, then the ground
is probably getting wet") in our largeKB, it seems to us that we have precise, commonly agreedupon meanings for each of them, andfor each of the terms they mention. We may use thesecondpiece ofknowledge to answer a variety of questions, such as deciding if we should watchwhere we're walking, or to guess whether ornot the concrete-layer will work on our drivewaytoday, or m the distant future to guess at why there is a large puddle of ammonia today in frontofour spaceship (on one of the Jovianmoons) when there wasn't apuddle of it here yesterday
or the day before. J

Ofcourse the kind of uses of a proposition may be limited and biased by the way we choose torepresent it, andwe asreasoners are limitedby whatknowledge we choose torepresent in thefirst place. Thenet effect of this is to make there be a pragmatic limit on the multiple uses ofthe knowledge in aKB. There aren't an infinite variety, there is a bias making some morenaturalor efficient, and thechoice of contents of theKB limits the in-principle macro-level uses(problems tacklable.) Thenet effect is at least multiple-use, ifnot truly use-neutral, knowledge.
Arid that is the most ~ and least - that we can expect from an intelligent agent, after all- to beadapted to functioning in its world, to be able to cope with the sorts of novelties it is called onto cope with from time to time. We can provide our programs withrich, multiple ontologies inwhich all the various common (and currently conceived) uses are covered. And we can providethem with more general,more fundamentalknowledge, which they can (albeit inefficiently) fallback on, as the novelty of the situation increases, and from which new results can be obtainedandput to previously unanticipated uses. But doesn't this justpush the problem to themeta-level? Yes, but our meta-level knowledge is even less often stressed in unanticipated waysand we can continue our "solution" to the meta-meta-level. Eventually we must this recursion 'and so, theoretically, our "solution" is no guaranteed solution that thereasoner will never be '
stymied in a situation where someone with the sameknowledge might have seen a solution Aslong as such failures arerare, we are satisfied, and still judgethe reasoner intelligent

Dimensions 6& 7: Only discrete propositions, [capturing] all that matters": We do believe thatdiscrete propositions can arbitarily closely model continuous phenomena. In mostreal-worldproblem solving situations, one can figure out whatever is worth capturing about a situation andencodethat m discretepropositions which (with relatively straightforward inferencing) do anadequate andefficient job. To the extent that CYC uses non-discreterepresentations, it is onlytor multiple-use efficiency reasons, not theoretical ones.
That is, one need never inprinciple throw up one's hands and say "you justhad to be there Ican t describe it!" There is nothing toprevent one from adequately describing the terror andconfusion at a theater fire, or the trials of committee work. Here, "adequate" means thatconclusions could be drawn about something involving, say, a theater fire, conclusions whichenable the problem solver tocorrectly predict victims' reactions and memories, media coveragepre-catastrophe fire codes, etc. 6 '
BS s very example disarms him: the implicit assumptions that writers build their text upon. TheCYC project has looked at thousands of such snippets, andcontinues to look at them chosenfrom such diverse sources as encyclopedias, novels, andnewspaper advertisements. Of coursethere is a tremendous amount of unstated assumptions, presumed shared experiences andknowledge ~ indeed, that is precisely what CYC is intended to capture andrepresent Implicitnon-conceptual mferences can usually be teased apart and reduced to discrete concepts discretepropositions involving them, and discrete inferences performed upon them '
Kg BS asserts that "there is no way L&F's system would ever be able to understand thedifference between right and left." Maybe, maybe not. But we will be satisfied if it consistentlyanswers questions involving right and leftcorrectly; if it consistently disambiguates usages ofthose words in text; if it can animate dances and scissors andtraffic patterns correctly- in short
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if it consistently acts as though it understandsright and left. There is nothing mysterious aboutthese concepts preventing them from being propositionallyrepresented (as they are in CYC.)

Although it seems inexplicable, perhaps BS is somehow choosing to ignore inference in hisdiscussion here. E.g., he says "the list (A B C) will have a cardinality, but not one that isrepresented." But surely any decent conceptual understanding of thecardinality of a list (suchas the one already in CYC) will include a computational way to extract that information fromthe list.

Dimension 9: "Are participation and actioncrucial?" BS seems to believe there must be somefundamental reason our programs could never handle "See you tomorrow", or the knowledge that"tomorrow, today will be yesterday." Our response is essentially torepeat the above cry thatsuchreasoning can easily be formalized and automated. We shall treat this example in a bit moredetail, to convey the flavor of how this sortofreasoning is handled in CYC.
Given the mput "See you tomorrow", a frame, El, is created torepresent that uttering event El
is asserted to be an instance of the set of all events. Each event is groundedin time (whetheror not the absolute time is known), and the meaning of "tomorrow" is clearly the day after thiseventEl takes place. Since tomorrow is referred to in the utterance, a second frame, E2, wouldbe created, representing that secondpiece of time. E2's temporal grounding would be "the dayfollowing the dayEl takes place", andE2 would be a seeing or meeting type of event

This technique has been known to logicians since 1924. They (as does CYC) use an abstract(non-situated) notion of time. BS claims you can'treally compare 5 minutes of fixing alocomotive and5 minutes of waiting at a train station. They (because of different situations) aresimply different, incommensurable things. Yetone could answer the question "Why was the trainfive minutes late?" by citing "Because it broke down andtook us five minutes to fix " It isdifficult for us to take his point of view seriously.
His more complicated example - andmany cases much more complicated than the ones hediscusses - are also straightforwardly handled in CYC. To see how, we must first discuss in abit more detail how CYC handles time.

There is a language for describing pieces oftime (unifying both set- andpoint- basedabstractions of time), andfifty temporal relations ~ predicates (slots) which relate one piece oftime to another. Although we originally kept separated (a) events and (b) the time intervalsover which they occur, several years of experience atknowledge entering convinced us tocombine those, so that each frame representing an event may have those fifty temporal relationslots. One important class of events are objects (i.e., each object has a starting and ending timecan end-at-the-same-time-as another object, and so on.) Another important class - a superset '
of the previous one ~ is temporal sub-abstractions ofobjects. Only those objects which areuseful orrequired are created andrepresented explicitly; even more importantly for finitenessonly required sub-abstractions of objects arerepresented explicitly. Typically newsub-abstractions are created dynamically asrequired during the solving of a problem, much as E2was created, above.

Now we can explain how CYC handles the effects of actions occurring and time passing- thebasic idea is that each (frame representing an) eventhas actors (before, during and after theevent) which are temporal sub-abstractions of objects. Rules can thus be stated as to c g theeffect of taking a time-delay poison. The poison effects a particular sub-abstraction ofthevictim which is related to the present event's actor (the present event is the taking ofthepoison) in a clearly expressed fashion (expressed using the vocabulary of temporal relations )Thereader isreferred to [Lenat & Guha 89] for a much more principled and detailed treatmentand many further examples. '
An unstated dimension: "Does meaning bottom out on an atomic base?". Several of thesedrmensional disagreements revolve aroundthe issue "Does meaning bottomout on an atomic
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base? This was a separate issue in BS's originalreview of our position paper, andwe feel it iscrucial to discuss it here. There are at least two senses in which we shout a negative answer toBS; andone way in which we murmur an affirmative one. First, we have a very strong belief
in the "gray box" view ofknowledge and -hopefully -our large KB. "Gray box" means thatone typically treats the thing as black box, as primitive, but when confronted by some novelproblem, or the need to analogize, etc., one can open the black box andexamine, modify etc thesubstructure that comprises it. Asimple example of "grayboxing" is what we do with cars -'wetreat them as black boxes so long as they work. Other examples include the route we take towork every day; our use of an english dictionary which is itselfwritten in english- etc Ofcourse, in practice, CYC andany suchKB is of necessity finite. This does not concern usovermuch. Why? Sometimes, there are boxes which are (currently) still black to all ofhumanity -- such as when we delve down to physical phenomena whose mechanisms are not yetunderstood; andmost of us get by in the world quite well with a much larger fraction of blackboxes than that.

I ~"°nd way m which we claim meaning doesn't bottom out in an atomic base is illustratedy
v i Vl^ metaphorical sensibility. There are caches of popular metaphors, and in additioneach slotP has a measure of how sensible (or common) it would be to say X when one actually

SKf11"^ g/' agfnt sndPhysicalExtent have high metaphorical sensibility; one often saysTheUS did such and so when they mean "Some agent of the US did such andso"; andoneoften says Joeis huge" when one means "Joe's body -his physical extent -is huge " So onecan state assertions like "Russia is angry", "Granadas guzzle gasoline" or "therelentless sun" andhave them disambiguated and interpreted as (albeit much longer) legal (non-metonymous)
expressions.
The third way of looking at this issue, the one in which we murmur an affirmative answer tothe question Does meaningbottom out?", is to say that at any fixed level of abstraction yes itdoes bottom out. We effectively drew on compositional semantics, above, tochange thissuperficial Yes answer locally, pragmatically, into a No, but we suspect that BS does not believein compositional semantics.

BS4: TheLogical Point of View.
Yes we are in many ways just a variation on the "logicist" theme. BS seems to believe wewould be surprised or horrified to discover this, but we are quite aware that the discrepancy ismostly one of timing - namely, we think it's high time to start trying for "a competentaxiomatisation . Our null hypothesis is that additional work onreasoning is unnecessary- ourectf tlon> though, is that such additional work is most productive when guidedby the 'difficulties encounteredin such an attempt.

BS's remarks about the lack of expressiveness of our language - another few are included in thissection - are of course unwarranted, given that ours was a position paper and not an account ofour curren research projects. Those remarks, as so much of his review, are clearly seen to beinapplicable when one looks in more detail at ourproposal and at theprojects already wellunderway. See [Lenat & Guha 89] for a several hundred page account of ourrepresentationlanguage, inference engines, ontology, and yes, even someremarks on our paradigm.

BSS: Conclusion.
BS seems to be saying is that AI can't move forward until we solve all the problems that havebeen haunting philosophers for centuries. This leads him to take several extreme, one might sayabsurdpositions In ourresponse to him, we have endeavored to take him seriously, howeverand to try to avoid the temptation to throw up our hands in dismissal andcite "religiousdifferences as the only explanation. His summation does indeed suggest a prophet announcing anew revelation andfounding a new religion: "I take it [representation^ as an inexoraWy mdf
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contextual, embodied faculty, that enables a participatory system to stand in relation to what is
distal, in a way that it mustconstantly coordinate with its underlying physical actions." Gosh,
andwe thought we could get those damn soulless machines to do it!

Just because "wheel-barrows are inadequate to try crossing Europe" does not mean that our
existing representation technology is inadequate to tryrepresenting world knowledge. Analogies
can be false; as we discussed, coincidentally, in our paper, this is especially likely if (as in thewheel-barrow case) there is no causal basis whatsoever for it, if it was chosen merely for
dramatic impact on the reader. That is the power of wordsmithing, the dangerof wordSmithing.
If we mustput forward a conceit to match BS's, we might liken the current stage of AI to the
European "Age ofDiscovery". Attempted ocean crossings will at leastpoint out the inadequaciesin our current vehicles and current ideas, and lead to improvements in both. And such serious
efforts may lead to some surprising discoveries as well, even if we fail to reach our ultimategoal. Ofcourse "work lies ahead of us", but let's let necessity andutility guide that work, not
aesthetism andfaith. Let's grope towards being Newton, not Aristotle.
BS has us pegged correctly at the end, as disagreeing with Yeats' romantic but pessimistic
mumbo-jumbo. Though it may not "scan" as well as the original, we would negate Yeats' words.Lower animals andeven inanimate objects can embody truth, but Man - and one day AI - aredistinguished because theycan know it.


